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accept American aid, and his request
that Rear Admiral Davis, In com
mand of the American warships,
his marines, was followed by
the withdrawal of the American

from Santiago today
stated that the cruiser Marietta,
which arrived lust night at Santiago
from Guantunamo, had slgnted the
Iavls ships making for Guantanamo
They probably
Sunday afternoon.
arrived there Sunday night.
Swettenham's action appears not to
have met with the views of the people
of the city of Kingston. It la re
ported that the city council met aftei
They
the Incident became known.
said they were disappointed at the
fiction of the English governor, and
that they disapproved of the same.
They not only sent letters of regret to
Admiral Davis, but asked him to re
main with the American' ships, oa
every aid was urgently needed. The
admiral replied that he had no alter
native but to go. In accordance with
the desire of the constituted author
lty.
The comment of the r.nglish papers
Is that of unanimously regretting the
occurrence and they express hope
that the good relations between the
United States, and Great Britain will
not be endangered thereby.
Governor Swettenham's explanation
of hla course, and the outcome of the
are awaited everywhere
Incident,
with keen Interest.

AMUSING REFERENCE TO
PATTERSON OF COLORADO

j

Substitute Resolution Will be Of
fered by Foraker and Passed
by the Majority.

Had

Washington,
21.
Jan.
Senator
Tillman took the floor In the senate
at the conclusion of the morning buid-nes- s,
to reply to the recent critclmn
of himself by Senator Sponner. As
a prelude' he paid compliments to the
senators who had spoken on the
Brownsville Incident.
He said the press had denominated
him as the burnt cork artist of the
senate, and added that If he was entitled to this appellation or that of
"Pitchfork Ben," at one end of the
minstrel line, certainly "Fire Alarm
Joe" (Foraker) ought not to be Ignored at the otherv We both de
the Orlando and Furloso act admirably. Culberson was designated as
performing a solo on the bones In
praise of the president. "Next," said
Tillman, "we have the dying swan.
Smiling Tom of Colorado, the state
recently bought at auction by one
Guggenheim, and the swan song Is a
dirge for the dying democracy In the
north, stabbed In the vitals by Ben's
pitchfork. Hla act was very pathetic,
indeed, and It Always brings tears Into the eyes' of his audience." He lik
ened other senators to minstrel art-

No

Offices-Republic- ans

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. 21. Both
legislahouses of the thirty-seventive assembly were organized at noon
today. Territorial Secretary J. W.
Ilaynolda administering the oath of
olllce to the members-elec- t.
Prayer was pfTeret In the council
by Rev. E. C. Anderson, and in the
house by Hcv. Adrian Itabayrolle.
After calling the council to order,
every member being present. Secretary Raynolds called for nominations
;
for president.
Dallew, of Torranie
Councilman
county, made an eloquent speech
nominating Councilman Charles A.
SpleBS, "the black
agle" of San Miguel county, for that honor. Amidst
great applause the motion was carried and the oath administered to
Mr. Spelss, who was conducted to the

HON. H. O. BURSUM,

th

A dispatch

HON. H. J. HAGERMAN,
Governor of New Mexico, Who Till Probably Reid Hit Message to the
Territorial Legislature Tomorrow.

Bear Admiral Davis and the battle
ships Missouri and Indiana and the
,
cruiser Tangton from Kingston.
Embassy Knows Nothing.
The British embassy is in the dark
so far as the officials are concerned
regarding the Jamaican incident. TheH
affair is regarded here as most un- - j
fortunate. Esme Howard, the charge
d'Affalres of the British embassy, has ,
made an appointment to meet Acting
Secretary of State Bacon to discuss
the incident.
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UUSIXES. SOMEWHAT .t
ltlvSCMED AT KINGSTON'
Kingston, Jan. 21. The banks
have resumed1 payments but no at- Who Received Payments on
tempt to resume business in other
Warrants For Which He
lines has been made. Car service
was resumed
from the northern
Has Been Sued.
boundary of the city to St. Andrew.
It Is expected that the newspapers
will be issued today.
The financial
Several mouths ago the district atloss from the earthquake and the fire
torney, F. W. Clancy, brought suit
is now estimated at $15,000,000. MerCOMMENT OF ENGLISH
against Frank A. Hubbcll, the treas1'KKSS OX THE EVENT chants fear that the insurance comcollector of BerLondon, Jan. 21. Referring to panies will not pay losses because of urer and
to recover monies the
the withdrawal of the American war the earthquake clause in the policies. nalillo county,
district attorney claimed were ilships from Kingston, the Pall Mall
legally paid out by the treasurer, the
Git EAT imiTAIN SENDS
Gazette at noon says:
THANKS FOIl Ol'lt AID funds of one year paying the indebt"The language employed by Governor Swettenham would be difficult
London, Jan. 21. The dispatch of edness of the previous year, contrary
to Justify In almost any circum Govrnor Swettenham,
asking the to the provisions of the
The county, however
.stances."
At the same time the British government to convey to the Bateman act.
paper saya that "It may be possible government of the United States the received the benefits of all these paythat the praiseworthy desire to At thanks of Jamaica for the assistance ments.
Acting on legal advice, Mr. Hub-bel- l,
his utmost In the cause, of humanity rendered by Admiral Davis, has been
having secured a list of those
pushed Admiral Davis beyond the ne- forwarded to the state department at
cessities of the case and led him to Washington, with the thanks of the who received warrants from him in
indebtedness
encroach too far upon the sphere of government of Great Britain for the payment of general
British authority."
aid rendered by the American ad- against the county, and being the
same warrants for which the district
The Gazette assumes that both the miral.
attorney brought suit, he has sent
governor and the admiral were aril
out the subjoined
circular letter,
mated by the best of motives, and
notifying the beneficiaries of these
expresses the opinion that "the ab
payments that, in the event that he
normal conditions preclude their' con
has to pay this money back to the
ducts being Judged by the ordinary
county, he will hold all those so no
standards."
It adds:
tified personally responsible for the
"Englishmen certainly do not wish
respective amounts paid to them by
the misunderstanding to be magnified
him.
in any sense of pique, and the Amerl
can public ought to be broadminded
The circular letter In question
enough to regard It with the same
reads as follows:
charitable disposition."
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan.
,
1907.
:
The Westminster Gazette says that
Mr.
there can be nothing but regret at the
Sir: During my administration us
fact that any difficulty has arisen be
treasurer and
collector of
tween Admiral Davis and Governor
the county, I paid warrants drawn
Swettenham, and while awaiting full
by the board of county commissioners
er explanation, adds:
..! .tin
lirintl thn srnnoral nniintu
"In the meantime the United States
payment of which has been questlon- tan be assured that we in this coun Former Albuquerque Railroad led iy the district attorney and for
try deeply appreciate the generous,
which suit has been brought against
Man Loses His Life In Accisympathetic way In which its citizens
me and the sureties on my official
volunteered assistance to the British
bond to the amount of several thouscolony."
dent at Dillon Station.
and dollars.
Governor Was Overwrought.
I also as such treasurer and
After a conference today between
collector paid warrants drawn
the, oillclals of the foreign olllce and
M. J. Murphy, for the past twelve by the school superintendent upon
those of the colonial olllce, the latter years an employe of the Santa Fe the school fund, which payments
cabled Governor Swettenham, of Ja- Itailroad company In New Mexico, were afterwards approved as a part
maica, asking his version of the
and who formerly had a run out of of my accounts by the then board of
which led to the withdrawal i t this city, lost his life last Friday in county
commissioners.
Suits have
Hear Admiral Davis' warships from an accident at Dillon station.
also been brought against me, in
Kingston Saturday. No persons were
At the time Mr. Murphy was in which the legality of these payments
more surprised at Swettenham's ac- charge of the Blossburg coal run. are challenged
and for which recovtion than the ofllcials here, who say While at Dillon station he was standagainst me and the surethey can only explain it on the ing on the footboard of the tender ery isonsought
my bonds.
ground that he was overwrought by with Urakeman Will Natt at his side, ties
In making these payments I folthe great nervous strain resulting when in some way he managed to
lowed only the customary
of
from the disaster.
get his knee caught between the conducting the office whichmethod
had preGovernor I'orgcts Affair.
tender and the first car In such a vailed for many years previous to the
This afternoon the colonial office manner as to
it crushed to a time that these uccounts were quesreceived a dispatch from Governor pulp. He was have
later taken on a spe- tioned.
Swettenham, asking that the British cial train
to the hospital at La Junta,
You were paid on these warrants
government convey to the United
where
died shortly afterward.
he
by warrants drawn upon the
States the thanks of Jamaica for
Mr. Murphy was a brother of Mrs. fund the sum of I
, I am adAmerican assistance rendered by Ad- L. Franler of Las Vegas and is also
miral Davis.
The cablegram con- survived by a wife and seven chil- vised by my attorney that if I am
held responsible to the county or the
tained no mention of the incident inthat
volving the departure of the Ameri- dren. The fact that they were all territory for these payments
support
upon
dependent
lends
him for
I can maintain a suit against each of
can warships.
additional sadness to the event.
the persons to whom these warrants
MKKICAN tiOVKUXMIAT
were paid for money had and re- Wll.Ii l'AY NO ATTENTION LACKAWANNA HAIIAVAY
ceived to and for my use. And this
Washington, Jan. 21. From offiDIVIDEND 1'AYAIII.E. letter is sent to you in order to give
cial sources it is learned that no atto understand that as soon aa I
New York, Jan.
21.
The Dela-jyo- u
y
tention will be paid by this govern- ware, Lackawanna & Western rail- - can possibly have these matters
ment to the action of Governor Swetdividend is payable today. At posed of in the courts, I will be under
tenham in asking Admiral Davis to the last meeting of the directors the the necessity of demanding repay-regulwithdraw his forces from Kingston.
quarterly dividend of 2 Vi per ment to me of the sum so paid, and
U is held here that the act of the cent was announced making the ten in case of refusal, bringing such suits
governor Is that of a single individ- per cent regular dividends for the) as may be necessary to enforce mj
ual, for which the government
of year. In November the company legal rights in the premises.
Great Britain is In no manner to he declared an extra dividend of ten per
I will add that I am ready to prova
eld responsible.
cent making the total payments of that the county received full benefit
.twenty per cent to be taken out of of all the money for which I am
Davln at Guuiitunauio.
Ilr.tr Admiral Kvans has notified the earnings of 1D06. In 105 a bought to be held responsible (n these
lie itaval department of the arrival twenty per cent dividend was also suit.
Itespectfuliy,
;tt GiKititanamo early this morning of paid.
Fit ANK A. HUBBELL.
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Chairman of the Terrltcrial Republican Central Committee, Who Seem lo be
in Saddle at Santa Fe These Days.

THAW CASE GOES OVER LAKE STORM PROVES TO
TILL

WEDNESDAY

BE DESTRUCTIVE

.

AND DEADLY

FORJRIAL

Unfinished Case Causes Judge Gltl;yfls.;Prowned and Wo
to Postpone the Thaw
man KIlled-Lo- ss
Is EstiSecretary Raynolds then retired.
By unanimous vote Wm. E. Marmated at $14,050,000.
tin, .ut Socorro county was
lcted
, Arraignment.
'
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Senate-Compa-

Senators to Burnt

F. 8TAPLIN CHIEF CLERKS

New York, Jan. 21. The feature of
the news from Kingston today la the
declination of Sir James Alexander
Swettenham, governor of Jamaica, to
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Baca, of Santa Fe. Chos- en Speaker of the House
of Representatives.

English Papers Think the Governor Under Nervous
Is Awaited.

i
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Delivered by

CHAS. A. SPIESS

Stricken City When Requested
by the Governor of Jama-

GREAT

IttW

clerk.
The council then adjourned until
2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
The House.
The members of the house of rep
resentatives were all present except
E. W. Dennlston, of San Miguel
county, who could not reach Santa
Fe on account of the wreck of a
freight train on which he was running as engineer.
had
Raynolds
Secretary
After
sworn in the members, nominations
Reprefor speaker were called for.
sentative Abbott, of Santa Fe county,
Representative
R. L.
nominated
Baca, of Santa Fe, for that position.
Representative Holt, of Dona Ana,
seconded the nomination, which waa
ratified by the house by unanimous
vote.
Secretary Raynolc's then administered the oath of office to the new
speaker, who was escorted to his
chair.
Frank Staplin. of San Juan county,
was elected chief clerk, and Leandro
Baca, of Socorro county, sergeant-at-arms.

The speaker then appointed a committee to inform the council that the
house waa organized and ready for
business, and to Inform the governor
of the same facts. The house then
adjourned until S o'clock.
Make Speeches.
President Spless delivered a short
but effective and eloquent address
upon taking the chair.
Ho declared
himself In favor of progressive and
good legislation and dwelt especially
upon the necessity of enacting a
law for the suppression of gambling
In the Sunshine territory. His speech,
while short, was full of good meat
and evidently pleased the audience,
which was very large, and the members of the council, as he was frequently and loudly applauded during
its delivery.
Mr. Baca's speech to the house of
representatives and to the assembly,
which was also large and fashionable,
many ladles being noted, was concise, but held the attention of all
present to the very lust word.
He
declared himself strongly in favor of
the best possible legislation, promised
to do his duty to the best of his ability, and could attest to the fact that
he was very much favored and highly
honored to fill the position as speaker
of the house occupied by his late
years
father, twenty-si- x
lamented
ago. Mr. Baca's address was very
well received and evidently struck the
right chord.
Ciovernnr's Message Tomorrow.
The governor's message will likely
be delivered at 10:30 o'clock tomorrow forenoon, to the Joint session of
the council and the house of representatives.
Caucuses will be held tonight by
republican members of the council
and house for the purpose of deciding
upon the full list of employes for the
session.
The nomination of President Spless
was seconded on behalf of the democratic party by Councilman Cameron,
the lone democrat in the council, and
the nomination of Speaker Baca by
Representative Hudspeth, on behalf
of the democratic minority in the
house, which consists of three members. Every member, regardless of
politics, in both houses, voted for republican cum us nominees.

ists.

Too IVrsonal for the Public.
At 4:15 p. m., the derate in the
senate had become so personal that
,tne ooorwere
yi
om.ion
'

oyj"1'

threng in the gal- j. ioM'j and'uieiS-at.r- '
FULLER PARTICULARS OF
COUNTESS OF YARMOUTH
lories nnd upon the floor was exclud
ed.
THE BIG FOUR DISASTER
IS FAILING IN HEALTH
A Brownsville Knlmtltute.
j

j

An agreement was reached today
by the republican senators on substi'

York, Jan. 21. Harry
K.
Thaw will go through the formality
or arrangement before Justice Fitzgerald in the criminal branch of the
supreme court today for the murder
of Stanford White on June 25. 1906.
upon the Madison Square roof garden. Delay in finishing another case
will cause the postponement of the
Thaw trial until Wednesday.
For a period of many weeks succeeding the commission of the crime,
and even up to the present, newspapers reeked with unsavory stories
of the lives of the persons directly
or Indirectly connected with the case,
the influence of which on the public mind was bad. All these stories
were the product of the imagination
and more of the sums may be expected at the trial so the sooner the
case is over the better for the pubTwo hundred special talesmen
lic.
have been summoned and from
these the Jury will be selected. District Attorney Jerome will prosecute
In person and the prisoner will have
un array of legal talent to defend
him. It is being freely stated that
the prisoner will not have the opportunity to face a Jury, as It Is the.
general opinion that the same course
will be followed as In the trial of
Josephine Terrenova, which was suddenly stopped by Justice Scott, who
appointed a commission of experts to
inquire into the girls sanity. If this
Is done, those informed
say Thaw
will be Judged insane and sent to
Matteawan asylum for insane criminals, there to be kept until cured.
Mrs. Thaw,
the prisoners mother,
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw, his wife, and
his sister, the Countess of Yarmouth,
are present. The latter arrived from
England a few days ago to be present at the trial of her brother and
give him encouragement,
but it is
sold that the trouble has preyed so
much on her mind that her health
is failing.
The first witness to be
White,
examined Is Mrs. Stanford
who will give evidence of Indent!-floNew

ut

Ion.
I X Tl'USTATE COM M EIIC E

Buffalo, Jan. 21. Two deaths are
reported as the direct result of the
fierce winds yesterday. At Dunkirk,
a girl was drowned and a woman
killed by flying debris. In Buffalo
It is estimated that the storm did
worth of damage. At Niagara Falls the damage Is given as
$60,000.
Every town along the lake
reports heavy damage.
The velocity
of the wind for twenty-fou- r
hours
varied from 42 to 85 miles per hour.
Five modern freighters under the lee
of Buffalo broke away and went upon
the beach. The total value with the
loads of grain on board Is about

0.

ONE WAS KIIXF.D AND
TWENTY WEHK IVJIKKD
Blissflsld, Mich., Jan. 21. One
trainman was killed and twenty passengers were Injured when the
d
Lake Shore passenger train
ran Into an open switch lust night
at Riga and collided with a freight,
g
derailing and
all the
coaches.
east-boun-

over-turnin-

FKAIttTL. DISASTER ON

THE DIG Font 1.1 NE
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 21. The
number of persons killed in the destruction of the Big Four passenger
train at San ford by powder Saturday
night, .'s now estimated at twenty-fou- r.
K is believed that several bodies were burned to ashes in the lire
that followed the explosion, and some
assert that forty people perished.

-

tute resolution on the Brownsville
question, which Is to be Introduced
by Senator Foraker nnd it Is asserted
will receive the unanimous vote of
the majority party. In addition to
providing for an investigation by the
senate committee on military affairs,
of Brownsville affray, the resolution
curries a declaration that the com
mittee shall not raise the question
to the presidents right to discharge
the negro soldiers.
Sunie With Difference.
At the conclusion of the morning
business. Senator Foraker Introduced
a substitute to the Brownsville resolution; It Is Identical with that Introduced by Foraker on December 19th.
except for declaration
against the
raising of the question of the legality
of the president's act.
Cororations Can't Contribute.
The senate bill prohibiting corporations from muking money contributions in connection
with political
campaigns, was passed by the house
today.

STOPPED BY THE SEVERE
WEATHER THE OHIO

IS

Woundcr May Ixc Eyesight.
Paris, Ills., Jan. 21. Of the twen-thre- e Places Lower Down the River
victims of the Sanford disaster
Are Still Inundated
brought to St. Joseph's hospitul, four
may die, six are seriously Injured,
by Flood.
and the others are Injured ubout the
head and neck by particles of gluss
and gravel. Several are likely to lose
COLD WEATHER CAUSES
their eye sight.
I'.ipliMling I'oudcr the Cuumc.
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 21. The
fearful accident on the Ills Four at
Sanford wus caused by the explosion
of a carload of powder, as the passenger passed a freight train ut Sanford, nine miles west of here Saturday night. The number of injured
will reach at least thirty-fivThe
entire train was blown from the
track, the couches demolished and
the engine hurled fifty feet. The passengers either were blown to pieces,
cremated or rescued In a more or
less injured condition.

C OMMISSION
IN DEN VEIL
Denver, Jan. 21. Interstate Commerce Commissioner C. A.
began investigation here today of alleged violations of the luw by rail
roads affecting Denver and other Col-- !
orado points. Three cases are under
examination. Two of them are complaints filed by the Merchants' Trafl!'"
Association of Denver and the third
wus Instituted by George J. Kldel. (i
AlSTIt AM AN LICENSING
Denver manufacturer.
1111,1. FINALLY l'AS.s:.
Jan. 21. The licensing
I'oriniv snow orE.vs imikii bill,Melbourne,
which was finally passed today
iwvohabi.e conditions provides
for raising a compensation
St. Joseph, Jan. 21) There are
over 4,000 exhibits ut the Interstate fund by an assessment of three per
1'oultry show which was opened here cent on the cost of all liquors purthis morning under the most favora- chased by holders of licenses, the
nnd the
ble auspices. Funclers from all over owners paying
The measthe states are helping to make the hotel keepers
show a success and K. W. McDonald, ure provides for the granting of He- A
the well known breeder has stated eiicrs and for their reduction.
that the Langsham. Leghorn ind board of three members, in each city
I'lymoth ICock classes surpass any- and towit, is empowered to i educe'
ver exhibited. licenses as far us the compensation
thing of their kind
The Western Poultry Fanciers As- fund permits, but It is not empowOl I 1(1 l, KONl I K OK
have sent all prize win- ered to reduce licenses below the
i.i:.ii.vi t ki: sociation
ners at their recent show and as staiuory number. The measure also
Hon. J. W. Kaynolds, fcecretary ot some
of the valuable prizes are of- provides fur the regulation of clubs,
tlit territory, fure in the members
h,
keen.
The uml prohibits th- - employment of
of the council and house of the fered competition
under the mi?i of twenty-on- e
awards will be announced tomorrow
present employes excepted.
night.
(Continued on page four.)
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SUFFERING TO HOMELESS
Jan. 21. Apparently
Cincinnati.
the crest of the flood waa reached at
this point at noon, when the river begun falling, the stage being given as
h
63.1 feet, a drop of
of a
foot from the previous hour.
It fs
expected the river will fall slowly,
but will go below the danger line by
Thursday
or Friday.
The cold
weather which helped stop the floo I
occasions great suffering among thj
homeless.
one-tent-

six lit iii:i
fi.kii rnoM sinw.xrETow x.

Shaw ntetown, 111.,
Jun. 21. Six
hundred persons have tied from this
town, which is threatened with destruction by flood.
The river reachstage tills
ed the
morning and Is still rising.
Mayur
Kuti said he believed the levee will
e
hold until the river reaches
feet
forty-eight-fo-

fifty-thre-

KIVI K

Mil

1,

KIMNG

AT I.Ol l.s 1I.IJ-- TODAY
Louisville, Ky., Jan. SI The river
:

continues to rise and Is twelve feet
above the danger line. Th
coll
weather haj a.Med to the misery of
tin hoinelc., who are housed in
w ai clious-s ai.d public buildings.
.
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PURE FOOD

f

M

HINDERED

DY

Which Sell by Catalogue, and
Which Send Direct to Consumer Without Any,

tent tribunal before food can be
completely regulated. The laws regulating the sale of foods are as different
ns the number of stales having such
laws. The laws of the different states
are Interpreted by the commissioners
and greatest leniency Is given where
the raw material is the product of
that particular state. We must look
to the federal government for the
solution of this question, as no two
states agree on all questions and in
consequence this entails extra expense to manufacturer.
The commission In this state lias
held to the Idea that the manufacturer should state the whole truth and
nothing but the truth upon the label
which his goods bear. In cases of
mixtures or compounds which are ordinary articles of food not sold under a coined name it Is believed that
the consumer has the right to know
the Ingredients and the proportion of
each present. For example, we have
been buying what was purported to
be pure maple syrup which contained only a small percentage of maple
syrup and the rest plain sugar syrup,
or, as happened in some cases, gluIt has been Insisted by
cose syrup.
the commission that the percentage
of maple and cane or glucose, as the
case might be, must he distinctly
printed on the label, for It Is not
fair to the consumer to ask him to
pay the price of maple when he received only cane syrup that could be
purchased at a much lower price.
We maintain that the
chemical preservatives when mixed
with foods make the foods unfit for
By chemical
uninn consumption.
reservatlves Is meant such com-ounas borax, sulphites, sodium
benzoate. salicylic acid, etc., which
ave been used so widely In late years
e
to distinguish them from the
condlmental preservatives, such as
salt, wood smoke, spices, etc. Ex
periments carried on by Dr. Wiley,
hlef of the United States bureau or
chemistry, bear out the assumption
that chemical preservatives are harmful when taken even In small quan
tities. Experiments carried out Bri
er his direction show that one half
grain of borax per day is too much
for the normal man to receive regu
larly. To show the highly excessive
amount of this preservative that
might be received Into the stomach
at a single meal. Professor Ladd of
the North Dakota experimental station writes as follows: "In meat,
preserves, and corn, eaten at a single meal, a person might take as
22.5
steak,
Hamburger
follows:
grains boric acid; canned corn, IB
16
strawberries,
grains;
canned
grains; total 64.5 grains boric acid."
One half a grain is more than the
normal man should regularly receive
e
preservatives
In a day. The
could be detected by odor or taste.
but not so with the' chemical preser-avtlv- e
Vou may be bo
of today.
constituted that a certain preservative
affects you more than it does the
normal person and you wish to avoid
but you have no means of deter
mining Its presence except by chem
leal analysis.
Some of the reasons for prohibit'
ng the use of chemical preservatives
in food products are as follows:
are
(1) Chemical preservatives
very powerful and must be used in
like strong
small quantities and.
medicine, should be administered
only by those who are capable of
ooktng after the health of the peo

Michigan,

Wood; Nebraska, Rob8. Luna;
New Mexico,
Ohio, A. A. Hates; Wyoming, B. J.
l'ell. The executive committee whs
reappointed.
O. S. Walker is secretary and A. J. Knollin, of Chicago,
was elected treasurer. Chief Forester Clifford rinchot and his assistant,
Mr. Potter, and tho Salt Lake Com-

ert Taylor;
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS,

Headquarters
For Fine

WANTED.
WANTED A capable girl tor general
house work. Inquire t03 Copper
avenue.
WANTED More shoe rensirln
at
rorner of Railroad avenue and
Uroadway. V. E. Daniel,
WAN T K D 'A li
experience.!
cook.
Mrs. W. 1$. Chllders, 107 North
Twelith street.
WANTED Coal miners.
Apply 110
South Second street. Albuquerquo
Pressed Brick A Tile Co.
WANTED A good camp blacksmith
and sawyers, also good white waitress. Good wages. Colburn's Employment Agency.
WANTED A position as grocery
clerk, five years experience; references. Address "Grocer," this of-

PEKSONAL PROPERTY

LOAN'S.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
mercial club, were elected honorary
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
members of tho association.
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
VAil CONDITIONS IN
,
and as high as 1200. Tmn
SOUTHEAST COUNTRY.
tickly made and strictly
private.
Louisville, Ky.: According to
Ime: One month to one vear clvan.
of railroads with lines leading
Goods remain in your
Dossesslon.
to southern points, an embargo has
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
merplaced
been
freight
on
and
see us before borrowing.
Though Not Getting Wool chandise except all
the perishable varieWe try to keep In stock all tlie
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
ty out of Louisville to those places.
Steamship tickets to and from alt
well known and reliable Toilet
Growers' Next Convention The Southern railway has declined to
parts or the world.
accept freight out of Louisville for
Preparations on the market. If
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
For Herself
southern points, a condition that has
we haven't what you want we
316 West Railroad Ave.
been made necessary. Its officials say,
will get It for yon. We are able
PRIVATE OFFICES.
by double-trackin- g
operations
that
Open Evenings.
to always serve your Interests
being
are
Cincinnati
In
the
conducted
IT
fice.
In the best possible way.
Southern railroad, one of its connecting lines to the south. The condition
WANTED
Gentleman's
second
has been aggravated
by washouts
hand clothing. No. E1S South Flrit
MONTANA
10 HELENA,
street, south of viaduct. Send adthat have occurred on various southern lines during the past few days,
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
and most of the. railroads are not In
proprietor.
Finely Furnished. Flreiil- a position to care for their Immense
Help furnished and em
WANTED
B"Biry. Harness, Hay, Etc.
Central South Suffering Car Fam traffic business, which at present Is
ployment
of
all
kinds
secured
said to be the heaviest known for
ine-O- ne
on,
promptly.
Call
or
phone
write
Cent Stamps Will
years.
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
"The situation In eastern
Be Sold In Books.
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone
said an official of the South- 270.
"
"
Occidental Life Tlulldlnir.
crn railway, "is a serious one in the
WANTED Teams The rianta Fe
There
Salt Lake Cltys The annual meet- - matter of freight shipments.
C
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
Woolgrowers' have been a number of wushouts.
Ing of the National
I Broadway and
teams for coal haul from Hagan
110 West Gold Ave.
association adjourned Saturday night, This, combined with the shortage of
East
Avenue
Railroad
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
closing an Interesting
three days' cars and locomotives on some of the
for other purposes.
good
All
roads, has made It Impossible to care
session.
Colo Phone, Black 30.
teams making application will be PROFESSIONAL
for the traffic."
CARDS
Helena Gets it Next.
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, SuperThere were numerous candidates
CKNT STAMPS
intendent.
me
or the honor of entertaining
LAWYERS.
SOLD IN HOOK FORM.
FOU ItKNT.
next meeting of this association, the
:
postWashington, D. C.
cent
One
Ira M. Bond.
more prominent being Salt Lake, Al- age stamps are to be Issued In book SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST FOR RENT
New
ATTORNEY AT LAW. .15 P!i.
buquerque, Helena, New York, San form like the two cent stamps. An
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
Francisco and the Jamestown, Va., announcement was made to this efstreet.
imiu patents,
copyrights.
exposition. The three strong candi- fect Saturday by the third assistant Full Set of Teeth
caveats,
Two
'OK
RENT
rooms
for
up
$1.50
letter patents, trade marks, claim.
dates were soon seen to be Albu- postmaster general, who states that Gold Filling
Inquire
300
at
North
$6
querque, Helena and Salt Lake. The preparations to that end are being Gold Crowns
R. W. D. Ilrvn
Broadway.
50c
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuoi.er- conclusion was reached by Albuquermade, and that the first Issue will ap- Painless Extracting
f'OR
RENT
rooms
light
Front
for
que,
que withdrawing in favor of Helena. pear about March 1.
M.
Office,
First National
housekeeping;
rent reasonable. Hank N.building.
Undo Johnny Reads l'uMr.
The books will be of one size, con- ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR.
Apply
rear
624
West
Railroad.
Many interesting papers were read, taining twenty-fou- r
one cent stumps
ANTEED.
E. W. Dobson.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
one of which was by John H. Dear-ru- in four sheets of six stamps euch. InATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlc
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at Cromwell
of Albuquerque. His themo was terleaved with paraffin paper and
block, Albuquerque. N. Ut.
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaSheepmen.' bound us are the books of two cent
Among
duct.
He handled it with ability and re- stamps.
They will sell for twenty-fiv- e
Any
ceived the closest attention.
FOR RENT A six room
cents each.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
other address which elicited marked
brick house, corner
of Seventh
Dental Surgeon.
approval was that of F. (.. flooding. AitMlllAL KIGSKEE SAYS
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
Rooms 2 and 3. Barnett hnllrtinc
president of the Idaho Woolgrowers'
HE APPKOVF.S RETIREMENT.
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624 over O'Rielly's
B. F. COPP,
drug store, AutomatWashington, D. C: "I firmly beassociation, advocating an amend
West Tijeras avenue.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
law lieve In young men In the navy, and
ment to the
"OK RENT Nicely furnished rooms oy mall.
providing for a upeed limit for stock that e.ch succeeding generation of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
trains. He sultl the law was drafted nuvul officers is better than tne one
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
by humanitarians who were not prac preceding."
Department of, the laterior, United
nfrtr
per week and up furnished
with
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
This was the sentiment expressed
tical stock raisers, and their failuri
States Land Office.
stove
cooking
and
utensils
p.
and
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Apto Insist on a speed limit made tl.c by Hear Admiral Charles Dwlght
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
dishes.
The Minneapolis House, pointments made by
He charged Slgsbee, upon his retirement from
law worse than useless.
mall.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
524
South
street,
AlbuquerSecond
that the railroads were In the hatilt active service In the navy the other lowing-nameclaimant bas filed noque,
N.
PUYSICLVNS.
M.
of unloading sheep for feed and day, under the age limit law.
The tice of his intention to make final
water in yards Intended for cattl 3 admiral, in Ms own words, takes his proof in support of his claim under
FOR SALE.
DR. J. It. 1LYNES
and so arranged that not one sT.eep retirement most benevolently, and sections 16 and 17 of the act of FOR SALE Agood big cow; wfif be
Physician and Surgeon.
In a hundred could feed or drink.
sturdily defends the law that ushered March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T
fresh soon. Inquire of George K.
irmii.
Resolution are Adopted
him out of the service.
He believes amended by the act of February 21,
building.
Neher.
The convention adopted several In the advancement of the young men 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said FOR SALE Twelve head
"
DR. R. I,. J1UST.
of Jersey
resolutions, among them being one in the navy, und thinks that enough proof will be made before the proyears
Office,
heifers,
two
old.
N.
Apply
T.
at
Armijo
Bldff.
against the inclusion of treeless lands Is not done In this direction.
He bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
Tuberculosis treated with
John T. Fletcher ranch.
...... -lilw
'S 2
in forest reserves; others decla. e the characterizes the law as excellent, January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
furro.,
grazing fee charged for sheep higher thoughtful and wise, and says thv ez do Otero, for the Small Holding FOR SALE The Clauae Glrard prop- - Freauencv Electrical
Germicide.
given
Treatments
erty
on
Inwest
each
Mountain road.
proportionately than the fee for cat- young officer should receive commis Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T.
quire on premises or at No. 300 day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Tralnea
tle, demand tho allotment of separ- sion rank much earlier
7 N., R. 2 E.
nurae in attendance.
Both phones.
Broadway.
North
ate districts to sheep and cattle, en
He names the following witnesses
UNDERTAKER.
dorsed the tariff on wool, woolen fab- lM i: OltASS STATU HAS
FOR
square
An
SALE
12x12
art
prove
to
his actual continuous ad
KKAL KAHTHOl'A K K. verse
rics, hides, meat und meat animals;
feet, ladies wheel, a wheel barrow. Auto, phone 316.
possession
for
said
Colo., Red 115
Olive Hill, Ky.:
On Milt Erwln's twenty years nextofprecedingtract sur
wagon sheet, and furniture. 510
recommend Unit stock trains be re
the
A. BOItnFltS
farm,
se
near here, ubout three acres of vey of the township, viz:
quired to run not less than venteen
North Eight street.
Commercial Club building.
Elack
miles an hour, including stops; urge land suddenly sank and slipped some
one block
Francisco A ragon y Baca, of Los FOR SALE Two hits.
or White hearse, $6.
ple.
that the bureau of animal tndustiy thirty feet,, leaving numerous fissures. Lunas,
from
car line. Apply 412 North
N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
can see that stock is properly cared for one of which Is about 400 yards long,
(2) Chemical preservatives
ARCHITECTS
Twelfth street.
Orona, Qulrlno Samore, of Per
not be detected by ordinary means in transit, and commend the plan of fifty feet deep and ubout forty feet
M.
alta,
N.
FOR
Majority
SALE
es
of
stock
may
in
not
presence
W.
Spencer.
F.
wide.
country
Bar-ne- tt
7
The
and therefore their
Rooms
road which ran
the forestry bureau to kill predatory
Any person who desires to protest
tablished and paying retail bust
building, Albuquerque, N. M.
be known to the consumer.
animals both on and off the forest re- nearby will have to be discontinued against
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes Both phones.
the allowance of said proof,
(3) At any dilution they continue serves. The convention also suggest- on account of several fissures In It
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
to exert their preservative properties, ed amendment to a bill introduced in from one to four feet wide and dirt or who knows of any substantial rea
CIVIL ENGINEER"!
Daily Citizen.
and are germicidal in their action. the senate by Senator Hurkett, auth thrown up In mounds in several son under the laws and regulations
Since the process of digestion is large
two nouses nearby were of the Interior department why such FOR SALE OR TRADE FiTEeen
orizing the president t
establish Places.
J. It. Farwell.
proof should not be allowed will be
they must grazing districts In the
ly one of fermentation,
shaken off their foundations.
doroom house, No. 724 South Second
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
given
opportunity
above
an
the
at
necessarily retard digestion. Expert main.
street for property in California.
The convention would have
mentioned time and place to cross
NOTARY PUBLIC
ment appears to bear this out. The the authority given the president in NAVY MAKKS (ItKAT
Write John Krick, 431 East Sec
examine
claim
said
the
witnesses
I
of
PLANS
"Oil
JAMF.STOWN
troubl
upon
those
children and
effect
ond street. Long Reach, California.
the bill divided between the president
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Washington, Jan. 21. It has beeii ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal FOR SALE A No. 1
ed with digestive ailments may read
and the states.
Charter gaso
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117.
decided that the fleet for the James- jot that submitted by claimant.
ily be imagined.
Good Financial Condition.
engine,
line
power,
for
West
Gold avenue.
(4) Those chemical preservatives
The treasurer's report showed a town exposition will include all the
pumping;
good
as
new;
cheap,
Register.
which have been extensively work balance on hand of 171. the year's re- battleships In home waters and will
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South A Jamaica Lady Scoks Highly of
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
s couch Remedy.
1 namiM-riaied upon ure proved to be injurious ceipts und last year's balance being represent the largest and strongest
Edith street.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the suto health even In Bmall quantities. $3,621 and expenses $2,850.
The fleet this country has ever possessed.
FOR
Snap
13, 14. 15, perintendent
SALE
Lots
question
The
arose
as
to
suppose
whether
the
every
report
to
reason
secretary's
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION'.
of Cart Service at Kingsshowed h member
and there Is
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2
ships should be annually overhauled
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
that future Investigations will prove ship of 6,000.
only
$600.
$60
cash,
In
balance
or
before
Department
exposition
the
says
after
as
hut
Officers
arc Fleeted.
of the Interior, Land
that she has for some years used
that the others are no more health
installments of $15 per month, Chamberlain's
the munagers of the exposition have
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Senator F. S. Warren was
Cough Remedy for
ful for the same reasons.
C. Phelun, Fresno, Calif. coughs,
Write
J.
presence
190(5.
desired
the
ships
of
many
the
use
president
of
29,
Dec.
of ed
cases the
by a
(5)
the
In
crouD and whoonincsee
or
E.
H.
Dunbar,
224
West
early
In
they
prollie
celebration
will
put
rising
vote.
not
hereby
is
given
Notice
The same action was
and has found it very beneficial. She
that Santi
chemical preservatives will
Gold avenue.
has implicit confidence in it and would
ducts in a marketable condition which taken in the case of Dr. J. M. Wilson, go Into the navy yards until July. The ago Griego of Carpenter, N. M., has
American
will
fleet
probably
Wyo.,
Douglas,
presiof
include
western vice
not be without a bottle of it in her
filed notice of his intention to make
are really unlit for food.
LOST.
five-yethe
old
Alert
Col.
vessels
(leorge
dent.
and
Wolverine,
use
Truesilale,
final
against
of
the
home. Sold by all druggists.
proof in Bupport of
We have a tight
of coloring matter In foods and es Washington, 1). C, whs elected east and the training ships Constellation his claim, viz: Homestead entry No, LOST A gold filigree chain, with
turquoise
setting.
(built
please
NOTICE FOR PITBLICACTON.
in
),
Finder
ern
1854
also
president.
batvice
the
10,301
wooden
made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
pecially against the use of coal tar
leave at this office and receive re
The following members of the ex tleships Kssex, Hartford nnd Adams. SH NEK and lots 1 and 2, Section
colors. Some of the reasons for this
Department
of the Interior, Land Ofward.
ecutive committee were named by The fleet, which will be an imposing 3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
are given below:
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Arizona, K. S. one, will remain In Hampton Roads that said proof will be made before LOST Lady's silk umbrella, with
(1) The consumer Is not given the their delegations:
December 26, 1S66.
sterling silver and pearl handle,
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
opportunity of exercising his Judg (Josney; Colorado, J. W. Hawley; for four or five weeks.
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
with name Mrs. J. A. Bogarth en Gallegos
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
ment of the condition or purity of
of Belen, N. M., has filed
M., on Feb. E, 1907.
graved on handle. Finder please
food.
noUce of his intention to make final
to
to
return
415
High
names
re
following
He
(2) It gives an opportunity
South
and
witnesses
the
cUnct
Docsrn't
to
it
reason, to prove his continuous residence up
five year proof in support of his
relce reward of $2.
substitute a poor article for a better
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry Ne.
that for perfect health, the on, and cultivation
one.
of, the land, viz
The Grip.
6621, made October 21, 1901, for tho
(3) Adulteration of foods, which
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Grie
human syctem must be kept
we
can
"Before
sympathize
with NW4. Section 2, Township
4 N.
are colored in the natural stale, is
Mario Chavez and J. R. Carpen
pure and clean, inside as well go,
others, we must have suffered our Range 3 W. and that said proof will
OF THE
ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
made possible by the use of coloring
No
selves.
one
can
realize the suf be made before Jesus Luna. Probate
as outside?
materials.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fering attendant upon an attack of Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Febru(4) A large number of coal ta
Register,
Then take Cascarets, the
grip,
the
unless he has had the actual ary 7, 1907.
coloring are known to be poisonous,
world-famoBowel Medicine
experience. There Is probably no dls
He names the following witnesses
on the others enough scientific work
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
ease
Is the Secret of
that causes so much physical and to prove his continuous residence upand system-cleaner- s,
that will
has not been done to warrant their
agony,
mental
or which so success on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
COMPLETE HEALTH.
of the Interior, Land fully
help you KEEP CLEAN Department
Indiscriminate use.
defies medical aid. All danger
Ruperto Jaramiiio, of Belen, N. M.;
Office ut Santa Fe, N. M.
(5) Those food products in which
grip,
INSIDE.
from the
however, may be avoid- Simon Serna, of Los Chavez. N. M.;
Dec. 29. 1906.
coloring matter has been used must
by the prompt use of ChamberPablo Ballejos, of Los Lunas, N. M.;
The body of man is the Notice is hereby given that Lucio ed
necessarily improve if coloring Is pro
Among the Jesus Jaramillo y Gallego, of Belen.
lain's Cough Remedy.
most perfect and delicate mechanism in existence, and the bast Ortega of Chlllli, N. M.. has filed no tens
hlbtted us the consumer will exercise
of thousands who have used this N. M.
of his intention to make final
his Judgment and choose those foods
OBSTRUCTION or accumulation of filth in any part of it, will tice
been
five-yeMANUEL R. OTERO.
proof in support of his remedy, not one case has ever pneuwhich have maintained their color due
make it hobble,moveIRREGULARLYand SPASMODICALLY, claim, viz: Homestead entry No, reported that has resulted in
Register.
to careful and Intelligent methods
monia or that has not recovered. For
and if not attended to promptly may stop the machine altogether. 6,702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the sale
marketing and packing.
Cured of Lung Trouble.
by all druggists.
NE
and EVi NWS, Section
Wi
Many ranchmen in this slate ordi
"It is now eleven years since I had
c
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 K.. and
goods only once or twice a year am
Isn't that plain common sense to any person that has had that
a
escape from consumption,"
narrow
said proof wll be made before DISCOVERY OF CHECKS
of course get theme in large quanti
any
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
experience
invention,
machinery
from
the
of
with
human
DISAPPEARED
HAD
THAT
H.
V.
S.
Otero. United States Court
ties. These orders are sent out fo
man
S. C.
"I had run
sewing; machine to the triple-expansiengine? All the parts, Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N
Last fall B. F. Blllingsley sent a down ofin Kershaw,
bids ant) the lowest bidder gets the
weight to 135 pounds, and
5,
M..
Clifon
of
Feb.
1907.
bundle of checks to the bank
joints, connections, gearings, must be kept absolutely pure and
order. In many cases, a catalogue
coughing
was
names the following witnesses ton, for a deposit, says the Lords-bur- g and by night. constant, both by day
hou.se underbids the local retail nier
clean to get the best results. A careless, untidy engineer is a to He
Finally I began takprove his continuous residence up'
Liberal. The checks mysteriouschants. This Introduces a factor Into
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, ani
failure and will lose his job
on. and cultivation of, the land, viz ly disappeared between Mr. Billings-ley'- s
the food work which Is rather diffl
continued
this for about six months,
SubseFrancisco Oarcla, Estolano Ortega,
store und the bank.
cult for I lie food commissioner to
when my cough and lung trouble were
Nature has been kind to us by handing over to us to be occupied durup in entirely
some
showed
of
quently
them
Lorenzo
Sanchez
cope with. The food commission has
Edward
Curler
and
gone
ing our earthly existence, an almost automatic, elastic mechanism, that win all of
and I was restored to
(he hands of Climax Jim, whose prop- my
Chlllli. N. M.
been able to inspect the goods up
run itself if only properly cared for.
normal weight, 170 pounds."
er name is Rufus Nephew. Climax Thousands
MANUEL R. OTERO.
on Hie shelves of the retailers am
AIT that She asks, is that the body be supplied with "Pure Food " fuel
could not, or would not, give any in- every year. of persons are healed
Register,
wholesalers throughout the state, bu
of the right kind, applied in the right way, that a lubricant be furnished
Guaranteed by all drugformation as to where he got the
as catalogue houses ship directly from
iOc and $1.00.
for the joints, muscles, nerves through the marvelous distributing and colTrial bottle
checks, and is now locked up In the gists.
NOTICE
some Jobbing house to the consumer
FOU
PUBLICATION'.
.
free.
lecting sjstem of arteries and veins, and that all parts of the engine be uci Department of
Siilomonvllle Jail. Postofflce InspecInterior,
Lund
the
it seems impossible to touch them
for the purposes intended without undue strain.
Clff-toi- i.
up
C.
to
tor
Lowe
has
been
office at Santa Fe. N. M.
l.
Ranchman's Iteminder.
Our ROUGH DRY work don s have
Investigating
presumably
this to be washed over.
Dec. 29. 1906.
But, when little mistakes are made in eating and drinking, with perhap
Imperial Laun-dr- y
He
matter.
returned
from
Clifton
Is
Notice
hereby given that Jesus
m. minim;
Co.
excessive exertion, there is a liability of a stoppage in the natural cleansing
inpostofflce
most
Tuesday,
but
like
Ortega
company roii
of Chlllli. N. M., has filed
process, and you are liable to become UNCLEAN INSIDE.
notice of his intention to make final spectors, refused lo give to the press
Tho Jlljjht Name.
New York. Jan.
A coinpan
I.
That means obstruction, stoppage of the normal functions, fermentafive-yeMr. August Sherpe, the popular
proof in support
was formed here today for the e
of his any Information as to what he had
tion, poisoning of the blood by your own decaying sewage, and a .liability
appearance
mysterious
disthe
about
overseer
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
of the poor at Fort
ploilutlon of the mine
hi
Mexico
of the development of any of hundreds of serious diseases.
It is ex- la., says: ' Dr. Kings New Madison,
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901, for tha appearance of the checks.
owned by Angel Viller of Sallillo,
Life Pills
probable
tremely
are
Climax
will
that
rightly
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are fragrant, sweet, mild but effective little SV
SW'4, Section 1. W4 NW
Mexico. Tli mines are the dr. in l.u
named; they act more
good
give
a
explanation
to
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of
agreeably, do more good and make
tablets that were first compounded from pure, harmless, vegetable sub- and NW4 SWVi, Section 12, Towncero. liosalind and otlieis in he slat
stances, under a Pure Drug of thei- own, in 1896. These tablets proved to ship 8 N.. Range 6 E.. and that said the mutter, or reside for a time ut one feel better than any other laxaof ImiaiiKO, Mexico.
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i
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resort
has
the
eriimeiit
tive." Guaranteed to cure biliousS.
be the greatest lubricators for the Bowels ever discovered, and at the same proof will be made before II. W.
How to t ore ("lilihlaiiiv
time a destroyer of disease germs in the whole alimentary (food) canal. Otero, United Slates Court Commis- pared for such individuals at Leaven- ness and constip-itlon:'5c at all drug
"hi
"To enjoy freedom from
stores.
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.. on worth, Kansas.
They have now a sale of over a million boxes a month.
5,
bluins." writes John Kemp. Kast Otis
Feb.
1907.
They are a pure, reliable, means of keeping the system clean, preventfield, Me . "I apply liui klen's Ami
How to I'rcM'iit lliliouh Alturk.
He names the following witnesses
ing all diseases arising from accumulations in Constipation, and also relievOne who is subject to bilious at- MOTT'S
Salve.
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prove
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rheum with excellent results." Guar
fiom neglect.
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!:;.'!" ' i""
r.ui
gry
at
mca!
ulcers, piles, bums, wounds, fro
times
and
feels
dull
Lorenzo
Carter,
Edward
after
Sanchez
and
In-r""Keeping
Clean
methods
living
of
i
take
precaution
and
learn
of
to
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A dose of Chamberlain's
eating.
at a
bites and skin diseases.
all of Chlllli. N. M.
''lolilllrlil ,.t
with Cascarets. Buy a little 10c. box from your own druggist TOdrug stores.
Stomach and Liver TaV'ets when
r.iu.uy f.,r
mri,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
DAY, be convinced and join our MILLIONS OF FRIENDS.
these first symptoms appear will ward
Register.
lie sure to "Get What You Ask For"the Genuine, every tablet stamped
If you want results in advertising
oft the attack.
They are for sale by
C
C
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An Instructive Article From the
Wyoming Pure Food State

Department.
Sfaurly tow years have now passes
"mw? the food, dairy and oil law of

Wyoming went Into active force. Th's
Uue dales from the appointment of
at uod commissioner, Apr!! !, 1905.
ft
bad a food law for Home time
Irfui e that but it was practically
aamcthre because there was no
Daring the first year after
StMt creation of a food, dairy and oil
t
niilsaioner. K. W. Burke, the
started in the work with
of education.
It was his
fceUet that the laws were not generally vead by the merchants and those
wgaged hi buying and selling
which came under the food,
tali and nil act. Acting upon this
prion he vlsted the merchants
a tteraon. distributed copies of the
and explained the laws as fully
time would permit, and asked the
chants to familiarize themselves
'call these laws for their own benefit.
As it was not the desire of the com- aaSaataser to cause Innocent persons
t saJTer because of Ignorance, he
the merchants to take guar- npon all goods to the effect
mid goods would comply with
" Wyoming laws. The merchants
gtaea antil Feb. S, 1906, to clear
Shelves of old goods and this
npUahed In most rases. .
Mhuiufactarers 411 this time in- final
scoff at the preparations
wAk were being taken and to look
ins the law and the attempt to en
stare It as a huge Joke. After Fab.
. 19V&, all goods which were found
IBeca upas Inspection and analysis
waere eandemned and the manufacture
required to appear In
r Jobbers
mjmmit.
lm many Instances the
were unheeded, and In such
'OBBBS-thmerchants were informed
tbrt tt these goods were sold they
wamld be held responsible. The con- isnawee was that the manufacturer
aw Jobber fuand himself barred from
tale, for merchants refused to
aaartUe goods of his manufacture.
"rMJ being a "dumping ground"
the adulterated goods barred
t"iaaa other states which have string
t laws in force, Wyoming has
gxatdvally forged to the front in the
eatler of food regulations until the
nuaUty of goods now sold within its
will compare favorably with
sold in any other state in the
.
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There baa been some

xha

the Inspection has not

complaint

been close
awwiigti ia some
localities but it
aid be remembered that there is
joe man to cover the field and
VatyssMng is rather a large)
tate,
On mUial work also is work which
tehea time and patience; in the chem- alepartment are only two men
aT whom, the state chemist, be
;

'

other duties, can

a portion of his time to this
amount of profit on adulterated
ea those who are engaged
this class of business willing to
ad almost any amount of money
ermde the law and willingly accept
Mac risk, of detection and punishment
rather than put on the market an
t I. at class of goods. This class of
'amnufaetarers, however, are either
aEaoc tfrireu entirely out of the state
an- - aire endeavoring
to mend their
'

wars.
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Vtm number of articles formerly
SMtalleraled, now known to he pure,
removed much of the friction
rusting between the fnoi:
nuaununtioiier and dealers in torn pro
tacta. and conditions in general ,irP
iik h mure favorable.
With all the advance, however
arMcb lama been made, there ale
aasBBttrr of questions that come up
Wfcicb snuat rome before a compe
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HOW TOKIO'S TOM JOHNSON
THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
FIGHTS TRACTION MONOPOLY
Is to clean up stock once
MTTIK

MAVOIl OZAKt.
Age, 47

year.

FOH Ml'MOIIWI,

Weighs about 130 pounds.
Wears Caucasian costume.
HpeaV
good English.
Is a radical. Kxlled In 1887 for
being too outspoken.
Studied In Kngland and re- turned to Toklo. and was elected
to the fllet In 1S!0.
at every election
since and in still ti member.
t'hlef councilor of the forelpn
office In 1897.
Minister of education In 1898.
Inference In a speech to the
remote possibility of Japan be- coming a republic caused him
t
reslpn, the whole Okuma cab- 1net also going- - to pieces.
Mayor of Toklo since 13.
1
if

Ily Henry tieorjte.

f

mm
Roosevelt's Plan to Retire the
Drunkards and Mossbacks
Obstructed In House.
Special t'orrespondence.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 21. Chairman Geo. Edmund Foss and his
house-navacommittee are obstruct
ing the passage of the bill recom
mended by President jtoosevelt to get
younger officers In command of the
The measure
I'nlted .States navy.
Is called thi riavy personnel bill.
In spite of the fact that time in
the short session is limited, the
naval committee is proceeding In very
deliberate fashion In regard to this
l

bill.

"The fact that the navy department and the president favor this
legislation does not settle the matter," said Chairman Foss. "our
committee thinks for itself."
The idea of the president, as set
forth In the special message to congress, is to give a chance to navy
officers to come into positions of
they are antibefore
command
quated. Under the present system
the average age of a captain is 55
years; and a rear admiral comes to
tils grade so late that his promotion
comes Just about simultaneously with
The result is that
his retirement.
officers who command squadrons are
often decrepit and captains are old
enough to be in the grade of rear

admiral.

The trouble is with the system. The
scheme at present may be conceived
of as a pyramid with no opening at
the top. The young officers are
crowded in at the bottom, and each
year a new batch is graduated from
the naval academy and pushed into
the service with the idea that they
will get experience in all the grades
above them, one after the other, if
they are efficient, stand a chance to
be the admiral in command of the
American navy some day.
As a matter of fact, however, the
young officer at the bottom has not
(fiance for promotion.
The scheme
of promotion an antiquated relic of
antiquity, abandoned by all other
countries Is for the man longest in
the service to go up when the man
over his head retires or dies.
But It Is easy to see that there are
more officers coming in at the bottom
than there are going out at the top.
It is also easy to see that more length
of service does not determine a man's
.qualifications f r a promotion.
For
one man fifteen years in the service
may mean a bottle nose and good
capuclty for liquor, while for another man half that time in the service may mean sobriety and studious
efficiency. It is the plan of the president's bill to provide some method
for weeding out the mossbacks and
drunkards, and to promote the hard
working and capable.
The proposed law would eliminate
a certain number of officers in each
grade every so often. The ones eliminated would go on what is known as
the reserve list; their places would
be taken by officers from the grade
below. The officers chosen for promotion or for the reserve list would
be passed upon by certain naval
boards made up of superior officers
in the navy itself.
II is a point in favor of the law
that it decreases the cost of main
taining the navy. Secretary Metcalf
says the law would save $5,000,000
in seven years.
READ ALL THIS.
You Never Know

the Moment When
Information May Prove
of Infinite Value.
U. is worth considerable to aay citl- mh of Albuquerque to know how to
lie
ired of painful, amuoying and
itching piles. Know then that Doan's
Ottmont Is a positive remedy for all
ltcuiet) of the skin, for piles, ec
swona, etc. One application
relieves
and soothes. Read this teslmony of

Ti

st.rw, employed

of 523
In

South

the Santa

First

Fe
Hhouo, ta the mill department, eays
"EfecpoHure and sitting on damp logs
and ooM atones while in the tnoun
tadna tome three months ago, brought
on, Itc.btng hemorrhoids.
More com
monly they are called piles. While
not severe or aerlous thty were very
annoying and I put off doiag anything
to get relief until compelled to. I
finally procured Iaa's Ointment. The
first tnjvlicatia gave relief and in a
Hhont time I was practically cured. I
have KT.t confidence in this remedy
what It did for me. I never
iBied uaything which was so soothing
iMul houlfag. I recommend it to oth- urs and know they will not be dlsap- liuliitwl in the resells if they give it

lr

a trail."
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OPKUATIOV OF STHF7r

Note A recent dispatch from To
klo, printed In this country after tlilH
article wan written, says the move to
take over the street railway lines ly
he city lias lieen practically killed In
the municipal UHMcmbly for tlie pre- cut. I Alitor.
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(iUOlXII THAT 1'ltlVATK
RAIIAVAYS
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fVr mlo by all dealers. Price CO
Co., Duffado,
jiitj. rWter-Milbur- n
.Now York, sole agents for the United
rftaioa. llememiKV the nam? Ikn's
11
mm!
do other.
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ipecial Correspondence.
Toklo, Jan. 19. Just as the Hon.
Tom Johnson, of Cleveland, has been
called the best mayor of the best gov
erned city In the I'nited States, so the
Hon. Yuki-- o Ozakl. of Toklo. may be
called the best mayor of the best
governed city In Japan. And what
makes the analogy closer Is that both
men not only have large municipal
experience and marked executive ability, but that both, as municipal heads,
are engaged In a struggle to transfer
street railroads from private to public hands, and for the same ultimate
ret.son namely, that street railroad
transportation Is a natural monoply
and should be a public, not a private
function.
In Toklo the municipal council Is
the executive body of the city, elected
by the municipal assembly.
If the
larger municipal assembly desires to
act upon any particular matter not
already before it, it can only petition
the smaller body to present It. So
thut the smaller body has a blocking
power. The assembly, however, can
examine, if not act on, a subject Independently.
To Take Over Mnes.
In accordance with this method of
procedure, the assembly quite recently appointed a committee of fifteen to report on the possibility of
taking over the tramway system into
public administration.
This system
had been composed of three lines under charters of brief and different
lengths It was proposed to bring
these lines under one management
and in consideration of giving trans
fers between them, permission was
asked to Increase the fare from 1
blanket
to 2 cents. A new long-tim- e
franchise grant was also asked by
the tramway people to cover all
three roads uniformly.
Agrocd to Concessions
The city authorities at that time
agreed to the combination, to the increase of fare and to a blanket fran
chise to run for fifty years, provided
that the system at the end of the fifty
years should become the property
of the city without a cent of pur
chase money: that the city receive
as a contingency
a certain small
share of the profits: that the munici
pality have the right to reduce fares
If public Interest required, and that
the city have the right at any time
within the fifty years to buy the system, the terms of purchase to be fixed
by the average income of the company for the last five years, this average amount to constitute 7 per cent
of the purchase price.
Glad To Get It.
Conditions like these in an American street railroad franchise would be
regarded as impossible. But the three
Toklo companies were glad to accept
such a charter, and so things went
along smoothly until Mayor Ozakl,

JOHNSON

Weighs about 200 "'Ull(i.
Horn, Kentucky:
educated,
Indiana.
Street railway employe. I.ouls- -

TAKKX

yearly and open season
with new goods.

C

vllle.

with executive ability far above the
average city chief magistrate, proposed suddenly that the city take over
the tramways under the conditions
of the charter.
Mayor's Homhshcll.
company
managers
The
were
taken aback. They had looked for
no such proceeding.
In fact, they
were not looking at the city authorities at all, but at the stock market.
The tramway stock was there climbing up to remarkable figures. Shares,
the par value of which was 26, were
quoted at $60. What was the explanation of this? One of the reasons
why permission had been asked to
raise the fare was that the separate
roads were In financial difficulties.
Yet here, soon after the new charter
had been granted, the stock was going ballooning on the market.
The ways of all stock markets,
whether In Japan or elswhere are devious.
Nothing was charged against
the tramway managers, but much was
quietly insinuated.

Invented

street

railway

de- - 4.

The Name

Vices.

Ilought a street railway in
Indianapolis.
Acquired traction
properties
In Cleveland. letrolt and ltrook-ly-

Win.

n.

Iron manufacturer In Cleveland.
Member congress 1.S91-"- .
Advocate of the single t.ix theories of the late Henry c.enrge.
Mayor of Cleveland since 1901.
Won three city campaigns as
municipal ownership ami
fare candidate.

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

for honest advertising.

i

MISSIONARIES

SOOOPairsMen'sj
Fine Shoes

CLOSE THEIR

Ilnn feasible.

The committee appointed by the
municipal assembly reported that under the charter it was quite feasible
for the city to buy the tramwnys at
once. A petition was immediately
presented by the assembly to the
council asking that a suitable act be
prepared for adoption by the assem-

ft

WORK
Fathers O'Malley and

bly.

Lamentations and shouts of rage
went up from the company managers
at this action, and the mayor
has
come In for very much veiled abuse.
He has been called a "conflscator"
and a lot of other hard names.
Matter of Principle.
In reply to my questions, the mayor
said that expediency urged the acquiring of the railroads; that the service was not what It should be, and
that it ought to be and would, under
public administration, be Improved.
Hut he took an even higher ground
than expediency and that was prin
ciple.
"My conclusion Is," he said, "sub
stantially that all works of the na
ture of monopolies ought not to be
left to private enterprise.
"I am particularly apprehensive
about the tramways, for I think that
any company owning them will develop such power as to hold the city
In the hollow of its hand and to Introduce a system of corruption and
Intimidation
like that elxstlng In
certain western cities."
"It Is undoubtedly for the public
benfit," he said, continuing, "that the
city should posses a source of large
Income which would enable it to
lighten the taxes of the people."
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Age (6.

into tiik rorxcn, nkw I'iiam iiisk with a stiuxu to it.
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J. II. Croas,
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All Other Shoes at 10

End Their Labors
Here Last Night.

Per Cent Discount

Yesterday morning at the Church
of the Immaculate Conception, solOur window display will give you
emn high mass was celebrated by
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
Father Kosswlnkel, acting as celebrant. Father Capululpl, deacon and
dressers will wear, but come in and care-Father Mandalarl.
This
ullyinspect the shoes themselves. We feel
mass practically closed the mission,
which has been conducted here for
confident
that if you are a man who
the past two weeks. The services
connected with It were very beautiful
wants the best money can buy we will
and edifying. The music, furnished
have your trade.
by the Immaculatue Conception choir
was unusually good. A large crowd
attended the services. All available
seats were taken anrly and many
were obliged to stand in the rear of
the church. The sermon, which was
preached by Rev. Thos. A. o'Malley,
one of the missionaries, was a masterful and eloquent effort about the
devotion of the blessed Virgin Mary.
The preacher was thoroughly at home
on the subject of this beautiful devotion, so dear to every Catholic
heart, and advanced
many arguLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
ments to show that if the children
Liberal Estimate.
By this the mayor meant that tak- of Mary were faithful to her, she
ing the high estimate of $18,500,000 would be their friend in the time of
I
After mass the whole congreK. O. I'hlel
as the value of the system, which Is need.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
postoffice
Inspector,
gation,
by
joined
led
choir,
the
in
precame in from a northern trip last
the figure some of Its managers
singing,
Might."
"God
of
The
EASY TO REACH.
words
Saturday.
sent, the city could, if it issued 5
per cent bonds in purchase, pay off of this lovely hymn, sung by hun
Bibo,
Joseph
Bernalillo
the
bus.
RELIEVES PACJ.
d'edf of volces' Proceed beautiful ness man, was in town ,on Important
principal and interest in thirty-fou- r
1
1
years on a fare at
cents. The
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
Last evening the missionaries gave matters Saturday.
city would then receive a revenue
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hughes, of
the
blessing
Pontlficial
to
all
those
CURES RHEUMATISM.
from the system of more than
Silver avenue,
happy over the arannually, which at the pres- who had made the mission. Father rival of a new are
son.
born
serpreached
Rosswinkel
closing
the
CURES I DNEY AILMCNTS.
ent rate of expenditures would more mon,
Attorney Klfego Baca left the city
those who had
than meet Its revenue needs and make made admonishing
CURES DIABETES.
the mission to adhere, to their for Santa Fe, where he will look
further taxes unnecessary.
good resolutions. The mission, which after professional business.
CURES INDIGESTION.
then came to a formal close with the
Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis, of 321
exposition of the most blessed sacra- West Baca avenue, are congratulatCURES DROPSY.
ment, has been one of the most suc- ing themselves on the birth of a
cessful ever held here. The closing
son.
exercises were marked by the large
Dr. L. F. Hummer, of San Pedro.
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
attendance of men, the last week be- N. M., and Richard S. McCaffery,
of
ing in a special manner given to Salt Itke, spent yesterday In this
CLASS.
them, the mission for women having city.
closed the preceeding Sunday. The
1. (). Cooke, secretary
A.
or thi
reverend missionaries expressed their Horabln-McOaffey
company, and A.
Se Santa F Agtnt for
gratification at the enthusiasm and
J. Frank, of Algodones, left this city
rates, good for thirty day.
rip
devotion with which the congrega
last Saturday on an Inspection trip
Hon had attended the services.
to the property of the Tres Amigos
rne primary cause in having a (Jold Mining company, In Chihuahua,
mission in this city was to strengthen Mexico.
the light of faith In weak Catholics:
Mrs. Kalplt Hunt, who has been
make bad Catholics good: good Cath
olics better, and to explain the doc making an extended visit with her
trines and dogmas of the church to parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Walton,
of 623 Tljeras road, left for her
everyone, Catholics and
having any desire to learn the teach home at El l"ano during the latter
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine
lugs of the church. The results part of last week.
Miss Mabel Hunt, who has been
achieved were gratifying to those
m. m. HALL, Proprffr
having the mission in charge and suffering for several weeks past aa
Iron and Brut Cutlagt; Or, Coal and fcamtM Can; Taiftfaatt
amply repaid them for any trouble the result of a fall, is now at the resFull ji. Grade Ban, Babbit Matal; Olaaua aal Iraa Vraaa Sa
or expense they may have been put idence of her aunt, Mrs. Harry Lee,
Bulldlnga- to to bring the missionaries
here. 301 North Twelfth street. In a conJVaaara mm mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpaoimlt
Having as exponents of Catholicity, valescing condition.
aast aid at railroad traak.
Alaaqaaraaa. m. m
reudrj
H.
two members of the Society of Jesus,
Loar,
of
who
The funeral
John
ftev. Thos. A. O'Malley and Rev. It. died of tuberculous last Friday, after
J. Rosswinkel. whose fame and elo a residence In this city of nearly two
quence as preachers and lecturers is years, was held on Saturday, Rev. J,
widespread and who possess unusual C. Holllns conducting the services Mrs. U. Brooks, Mrs. W. J. Johnsou,
power. In attracting and winning souls and interment taking place In Fair-vie- Mrs. Amado Chaves, Mrs. Ivan
Grunsfeld. Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin.
to God, it is small wonder that the
Mrs. K. W. Dobson. Mrs. H. W. P.
mission was a decided success from
The first of a series of "bridge" Bryan. Mrs. H. Ilfeld. Miss Lee, Miss
MBsaaBBHBBSBBBMBBBl
was given by Mrs. K. L. Medler and
the city's dives, and this determined every point of view.
Miss
Holzman.
Lee
BEST
and
Mlnnlo
Lou
CLARKVILLE LUMP
Services were held four times a Miss Mary Spaulding, at the resihim to devise some means of efPER TON
The Cotillion club will give their,
fective protection for those unfortun- - day for the last two weeks. Thous- dence of Mrs. Medler, 1002 Tljeras
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
"-road, on Saturday afternoon. A fea- second dance of the season in the
ate women. In the w hlnning-nos- t
..
PER TON
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lodge room on Thursday even- was
Klks'
the
the
ture
entertainment
of
law this means has been foundT say. 1 ",no WB ava"e
lne,m
.
drawing of the prize. In the form of Ing, Jan. 24th. There will be in con- Senator Slchel, for the 80 per cent de
german
g
crease in
has proved It. masterful explanations of the burning a potted plant, by means of ribbons nection therewith a ribbon
In his fight against the law's repeal, religious questions of tlie day. Only while the guests were seated at the and the supper will be arranged for
Society Is
concerned refreshment table.
Those who re- on an elaborate scale.
Senator Sichel will have the enthus- the topics that directly
with
event
to
looking
were
H.
soul
were:
Mrs.
forward
the
F.
treated
the
salvation
Invitations
ceived
the
of
support
iastic
of the women of the
Is felt "y
BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
state, as well as a generous propor- by the missionaries, owing to the Kent, Mrs. J. A. Wisner, Mrs. A. A. lively anticipation, of as it nature
are
this
short time at their disposal to cover Keen, Mrs. A. M. Coddington, Mrs. some that affairs
S2.2S AND S27S
FOR
tion of the men.
U. S. Kodey, Mrs. Samuel Neustadt, much too scarce here.
a good deal of ground.
were
separate missions
Three
TIIK
HIIIJHXG given,
one to the women, one to the
AXD LOAN ASSOCIATION'.
men. The
The
Building and children and one to tlie
W2 80UTH FIRST STREET.
the preachers tried
Loan Association of Albuquerque, ths main point which
upon their hearers was
Pioneer association of the southwest, to impress
to save and that
has rounded out nineteen full years that they had a soulowed
to themsel
the first duty they
of successful business life, producing ves
was to attend to their spiritual
results highly remunerative to its
welfare. In the lectures to the grown
stockholders, large and small alike,
ln.rl ' pointed out
The cause of Rheumatism is an excess of uric acid in the blood, brought Headquarters for Low Prices
It has paid back to rtockholdir- - '""J"' the
on by indigestion, chronic constipation, weaJc kidney s and a general ulug-ris- h
more than half a million dollars. U
""!".'
and
distinctively a home Institution, gov husbands owe
of the entire system. The refuse and waste matter of the on Leather, Paints, Varnishes.
and body condition
erned by the stockholders, among wives owe to their husbands
not
out as nature intends, but is left to ferment and sour and Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
is
carried
whom are some of Albuquerque.) what their combined duties to their
generate tiric acid, which is absorbed into the blood. The first evidence of
were
children
were.
children
The
Kaut hiiBlnaaa man
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par. Rheumatism is usually little wandering pains in the muscles and joints, or
A new series has Just been placed ex?rted J honr and.bey their
a tender, sensitive place on the flesh. These are often so slight that nothing
they
might
an
that
"P"lors
on sale, payable $1.00 per share per fnU
is thought of them and they pass away; but with each recurrence the trouble
(111 i
H.
Hill
all the . lectures and sermons there becomes more severe, and from slight wandering pains and excited nerves,
ent month.
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Rheumatism grows to be a painful and almost constant trouble. The longer
II it I ' ' v. t
If you are interested
in putting nUB n llllIUI, V.
of the poison remains in the blood the firmer hold the trouble gets on the sysyour savings where they will earn faithfully, would be productive
tem. Each day the acid deposit is increasing and the disease grows worse
something, or would like to own your much good In society. The services
Jauuary 2S Paul Gilmore, la YaLft
and ser- from year to year. After awhile the joints become coated with a corrosive
home, instead of forever paying rent, were made so interesting convincing,
and
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Third, by John GrftUb.
that perhaps many a soul that had and sometimes they become permanently stiff and useless.
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Office, room 9, N. T. Armljo buildcures Rheumatism, by going down into the
February 6 Messenger Boy..
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ing.
blood and attacking the disease at its head. It
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Heaven. The mission has closed and
neutralizes the poisons and acidsand dissolves
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Impression, the
the salts and irritating deposits, making the Charles Hanford.
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which
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better
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therefore a safe remedy. When tlie blood
o
who will become better citizens, etriv- has been Purified bv S. S S the n.iins anil
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $8.00 Ing earnestly In the future to be true aches pass away, and the cure is permanent. Hook on Rheumatism, and
Give u your ROUGH DRV work.
PER TON, GENUINE CAS COKE, to their flod. their country and their medtcal advice free.
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Whipping Post Decreases
g
90 Per Cent
Wife-Beatin-

Portland. Ore., Jan. 21. Senator
Slgmund Kichel, the "father of the
whipping-pos- t
law" in Oregon, Is
spiking his guns for the bitter fight
which will be a feature of the legislative session next month. The Bar
association of Multnomah county is
at the back of the movement to repeal the whlpp:ng-pos- t
law, and Senator Slchel, who drew up, Introduced
and successfully engineered the hard
fight which placed the law on Oregon's statute books two years ago, is
preparing to battle against the repeal
tooth and nail.
Oregon is ' one of the few states
providing for the official whipping
of
and the Oregon law
Is perhaps the most conservative of
any. In drafting the measure. Senator Sichel intended it to be more of
a deterrent influence, preventitig brutal men from beating their wives,
than as a means of wreaking punishment upon the offenders. That his
Intention was carried out In the actual working out of the whippingpost law is attested by the statement
of District Attorney Jno. Manning
of Multnomah county, In which Oregon's largest city Is situated.
Mr.
g
Manning declares that
90
fully
per
cent since
has decreased
the passage of the whipping-pos- t
law, and that, while the fining and
even Imprisonment of
for atrocious brutality was formerly
a matter of almost dally occurrence,
law has been
since the w hlpplng-poB- t
In force it has been necessary to punish only two men at the post.
The Slchel law is so drafted that
the penalty of official lashing is to
be administered only in the most
deliberate and brutal cases, the fine
or term of Imprisonment serving as
can
a penalty where the
show that he had been Impelled to
the crime by extreme aggravation, or
had other partial Justification.
The
criminal is further guarded from
or undue suffering at the post
by the fact that three different tribunals must pass upon a case before
the offender can be sentenced.
Senator Sichel will go to the coming session at Salem next month
armed with the written testimonials
of police Judges, superior
court
Judges and district attorney, warmly
commending the law, and Gov. Geo.
E. Chamberlain, who was recently
quoted as being in favor of the repeal, has assured Senator Sichel that
Instead of favoring the repeal, he
will be ime of the law's most ardent
defenders.
Senator Sichel, while acting as
police commissioner, witnessed
the
abuse of women In the lower walks
of life, many being compelled to
lead a life of shame under the fists
of men who had married them for
the revenue they could bring from
wlfe-beater- s,
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RAISING MILK GOATS

know n.

floats In general, which Is also true of milk goat.
thrive best on hilly and rocky land, but they may bo
successfully raised on level land, which, however, must
not be wet or swampy. They do well In both cold and
warm climates, but the short-haire- d
variety suffers from
Mttrrme cold If some shelter Is not provided. Otherwise,
they are affected by climate about the same as sheep are,
except that very young kids are slightly more tender
than young lambs. Milk goats, like all goats, are great
foragers, subsisting on weeds and brush, as well as upon
rood grass pasture. For this reason they can be made
a source of great profit to farmers having rough land,
untlt for general farming, and who care to raise them
for breeding purposes. There are thousands of acres 3f
very hilly nnd rough land, unlit for farming or vegetable
crops, in the I'nlted States at present that could be put
Into practical use by fencing them for milch gouts, as l
trendy done for Angora goals.
The females, however, when the milk Is used for
human consumption, must be given wholesome food and
kept away from brush and weeds. As a cow's milk Is
tainted by the cow eating certain weeds, so Is a goat's
milk tainted by eating garbage and brush leaves. When
they are fed fresh, . clean food their milk Is as wholesome to. the taste as cow's milk. Many prefer It to cow's
milk, because It has a sweeter taste.
The milk of the goat Is not only richer than that of
the cow, but the quantity Is fully as large. If not larger,
compared with Its sijie. A good average pure-bre- d
milk
goat gives about two quarts of milk dally.

GOOD FACTORY
It

Is learned

SITE

that the National Cash Register

com-

pany of Dayton, Ohio, is reported to be looking for a alto
on which to erect a new plant, the situation In Dayton
having become unsatisfactory.
A few days ago a committee was sent out to examine proposed sites In a number of different cities, several of them In New York, and
It Is expected that it will report after returning to
Dayton.
The company employs about 5.000 people, and
pay roll Is $52,000. Its Dayton plant Is a model
in nearly every respect, and It Is said to have attracted
world-wid- e
attention because of the liberal and generous
provision for the health and comfort of the company'
employes.
It Is also said that the city which makes the most
liberal offer In money, land and facilities for operating
will secure the prize. Among the competitors are Buffalo, Rochester. Binghampton and Albany, all in New
York state." Kxcept their greater proximity to the center of population, not one of them has ar.y better advant
age over many towns in the west as a place for the
manufacture of cash registers. Practically all the material used can be procured In this section, and If the
healthfulness of employes Is to be considered, not one of
the cities Just named can be compared with Albuquerque.
It might be well for the Commercial club to dlrct
the company's attention to this city and its many advantages as a manufacturing point.

SENATOR CHARLES CURTIS
Born, Topeka, Kan., Jan. 25, 1R60; his mother, a
quarter-bloo- d
Kaw Indian; his father, an army officer;
at eight years old, an orphan; at fourteen, a Jockey and
newsboy; at eighteen, driving a hack and studying law;
congresscounty attorney; at thirty-fivat twenty-fou- r,
man; at forty-siUnited States senator.
And this Is America, the land of opportunity, of
promise and reward; where there Is still a chance for
the lowest to rise; where pluck and energy and honest
toll and the everlasting spirit of "I will" breaks down
opposition, overcomes obstacles, surmounts difficulties
and lifts a man from the humblest position to a place
where he Is covered with honor and can be of service to
the world.
The rise of Charles Curtis is u sermon of promise
to every young man, no. matter whether he bends his
back In an otlice or is driving spikes on a railroad. It
la a fulfillment.
It reads try, and try and try again, and
if you are worth while you must succeed.
Bu faithful
and industrious and clean.
Keep your eyes up and
your conscience clear and don't spare the npur. There
are as many worlds to conquer today as there are men
to conquer them.
e,

x,

Carrlzozo Outlook:
fv.i Hhipments of material
have recently been received at this otlice; one from
lenver and one from Chicago. The shipment from
Chicago was made on December 22nd and arrived here
January 4th. while the goods were billed out of Denver
December 26th and arrived at Carrlzozo on January
16th. The distance U much greater from Chicago, yet
freight was seven days longer In coming from Denvei.
If this were a single instance, or even an occasional occurrence, we would not haw mentioned it, but It Is a
regular thing and the time our shipment was on the
road is short compared to that frequently required by
Denver shipments. There is no question that there Is
an unjust discrimination on the part of the railroads
against Denver shipping, which works an injury ullke to
New Mexico merchants and Denver business interest.".
This is a matter that should be corrected, and it seems
to us that our m.-r- t hauls and the Denver wholesale people could combine and take the matter up with the
Interstate commen e coinmi.ssion.
The snowfall In Tucson Friday caused many
to salute each other In terms w hich generally
their place of birth, or their old homes
For in
stance. It whs remarked by dill.niit parties:
"How
much this seems like New Kngland:" another. "This Is
Just the way it happenes in Canada;" another, I feel as
if I was in I lie Highlands of Scotland;" another "This Is
the way we have It in Chicago;" another, "1 am carried
back to my boyhood in Norway;" and two young ladies
remarked of bow much we are reminded of skating on
the Hudson; and a gentleman said. "I am now thinking
If my shotgun is in order to go hunting rabbits in the
Hlue Uidge of Virginia."
These expressions only Illustrate, says the Star, how cosmopolitan Is the citizenship
of Tucson. No doubt similar expressions might have
been heard in almost any city in the two territories.
The legislature of New Mexico at noon to. lay began
its thirly-sevenl- li
session.
The Citizen learns witli
pleasure that Councilman Sulzer took part in the republican caucu.s, thus returning to tin- party fold. It Is
the sincere desire of this paper that all other who have
fleparted from Hie Mruight and narrow path of party
fealty, both in the legislature ami out of it, ina follow
the excellent example of Mr Snl.er.
There - much
need at the piesent time of wis,- though limited legislation, and the only way to secure it is by harmonious
action of the republican majority
-

As tin county government and officials of Bernalillo the hinallest and Wealthiest county In the territory haie so signally failed to tarry out the pledge!
on whiih they were elected, or to give even the slightest
intimation that there may be hope of reform through
them in some unknown day of the future, there reinaltM

CITIZElt.

to the. disappointed people the merest chance that thJ
legislators from this county may get active when they OFFICIAL ROSTER OF
go over to Santa Fe.

MONDAY,

H. STRONG
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FRUIT PLANTING ALONG
HIGHWAYS

OF COUNTRY

X)0000000000000XOOCX000OOOQ
Surely It was a dreamer a dreamer who saw far
Into the future
who conceived the beautiful Idea that

beginning with the council and finishing with the house.
The ofTlclnl
list of members Is as follows:
Council.
First District, Colfax and Unlo l
Counties M. B. Stock.
Second District, Taos and Mora
Counties Malaqulas Martinez.
Third District, Rio Arlba and San
Juan Counties W. O. Sargent.
Fourth District, San Miguel County Charles A. Spless.
Fifth district, San Miguel, Quay
and Guadalupe counties James
8.
Duncan.
Sixth District, Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties K. A. Mlera.
Seventh District, Bernalillo County J. F. Sulzer.
Eighth District, Valencia and
Counties Jacobo Chaves.
Ninth District, Socorro and Sierra
Counties Harvey M. Richards.
Tenth District, Grant, Luna and
Dona Ana Counties W. D. Murray.
Eleventh District. Otero, Lincoln
nnd Torrance
Counties Carl A.
Dalies.
Twelfth District, Eddy. Chaves and
Roosevelt Counties J. O. Cameron.
House.
First District, Colfax County Horace C. Abbott.
Second District, Union County--Romu- lo
Padilla.
Third District, Mora County E. H.
P.lernbaum.
Fifth District, Colfax and Mora
Counties E. E. Studley.
Sixth District. Rio Arrlha County-Jul- ian
TruJIllo.
Seventh District, Rio Arriba and
San Juan Counties Price Walters.
Eighth District. Guadalupe and
Quay Counties N. V. Gallcgos.
Alnth District, Santa Fe County
R. L. Baca.
Tenth District. Santa Fe and San
doval Counties E. C. Abbott.
Eleventh District, Valencia County
Sylvester Mirabeh
Twelfth District, Valencia. McKln- ley and Torrance Counties E. S.

has resulted In the German province of Hanover owning over 1,98 7 miles of highway, along which stand
like beneflclent sentinels, 176,714 fruit trees which bear
pears, cherries, apples, plums all the hardier fruits
that can be produced from the soil of the province.
Someone has figured out that these trees, if set
out eighty to an acre, would form an orchard of 200
square miles. The province derives an annual Income
equivalent to $40,000 from the sale of fruit from this
continuous orchard.
The province Is fully alive to the value and virtue
of its roadside trees. Its government maintains a nursery of more than 400 acres to supply young trees to
be transplanted to the side of the road uud promote
a general interest In tree culture.
Think of the travelers who Journey In one way or
another over these Hanoverian roads, fragrant in the
spring of apple and peach blossoms, pungent with the
piercing sweet" perfume of plum and cherry blossoms,
redolent with the scent of flowering pear trees; promising In the summer of. toothsome fruit to come and rich
in fruition In the autumn.
The trees make miles of
delight.
They make miles of grateful shade, keep
the road free from dust and are of much practleu
purpose as well as of beauty.
But it was no merely practical mind that thought
out the scheme of marking the province roads with
fruit trees. It was a philanthropic mind the mind
of a dreamer and doer rare combination for which
the race has always reason to rejoice.
The practice has been maintained, after exper
iment, because It pays. It surely pays, financially, artistically and morally, and any province or any state
might do well to emulate the example of Hanover, to
the delight of tourists to Its own fame nnd the comfort and inspiration of Its citizens.
This is true culture brought up to a science, none (
Thirteenth District, Socorro Coune
the less perfect, for being simple. Daluth
ty Amos Green.
Fourteenth District, Socorro and
Sierra Counties Robert Martin.
Fifteenth District, Grant and Luna
8 Counties
FOOD FADDISTS CLASSED
J. A. Moran.
Sixteenth District, Dona Ana and
AMONG THE NUISANCES $ Otero Counties H. B. Holt.
Seventeenth District, Grant, Luna,
00X0COXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCKOC00
Dona Ana ami Otero Counties
V. Beach.
Frank
The desire for health is not a fad, but a normal
Eighteenth Distinct. Lincoln and
ambition. The faddists appear when they conceive the
Counties A. J. Hudspeth.
notion that only a certain diet, happily agreeable to Chaves
Nineteenth District, Lincoln, Chavthemselves, and a certain mode of living, also found to es, Eddy and Roosevelt Counties J.
conform to their own personal desires, tend to the main W. Mullens.
tenance of health.
Of course, the prejudice against ImTwentieth District.
San Miguel
pure food Is the mere concomitant of common sense, nnd County VS. W. Deniston, Filemon
Sanchez and Rafael Herrera.
not a fad at all.
Twenty-firBernalillo
District.
It could be wished of the food faddist that he would County
Bernard Ruppe and Franeat that which appeals to him, and do it in silence. If cisco
Luccro y Montoya.
a preparation that to the ordinary sense suggests excelsior constitutes what seems to him a proper breakfast,
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
no one would deprive him of It.
It Is only asked of
him that he refrain from the effort to foist upon his
neighbor his peculiar brand of fodder; refrain from
The five canvassers for the Dtiii
rushing into print with encomiums upon a regimen that
city directory, soon to be Issued by
robs life of gastronomic Joy.
company,
Publishing
The common statement that dyspepsia Is the na- The Citizen.
work this morning.
Russell
tional disease him nothing to sustain it. In the average started
Foster has charge of the First ward,
collection of people about a table men and women will o. C. Matson the Second, William
They do Keleher the Third and Wade Rhine
be observed to be eating what pleases them.
this without sign of pain or even discomfort.
Here and the Fourth. A. C. de Baca, Jr.. has
there is the dyspeptic, devoted much to the pampering charge of the old town. This oltioe
of a stomach made "poor not through Indulgence In or- requests all citizens called upon to
give correct Information to the candinary wholesome foods, but from eating too much or vassers,
as the next city directory
too little or at Irregular Intervals.
He Is welcome to should be
and accurate
all the pampering that may be necessary, but it Is fair as possible.
that he dismiss the notion that the collective stomachs
C. E. Dagenette.
connected with
of a generation are his especial care.
the bureau of Indian affairs as outing
Bishop Fallows says there are more children starv- agent for the southwestern Indians,
o
ing in the families of the
than in the homes has been appointed supervisor of Inof the really poor. This is his form of asserting that dian employment by Secretary Hitchpotatoes, meat, cock of the Interior department at
children starve on bread and butter,
Washington.
The promotion means
eggs, fruit and milk.
It raises him at once to a position a substantial Increase
salary and
among the faddists.
They attendant responsibility.of Mr. DageChildren do not starve.
may swallow too much candy and suffer consequent nette has been very successful In seache.' They are rash on the question of green apples. curing employment for the Indians
supporting.
To allege that children starve because they are given and making them self
white bread instead of the brown, which happens to be His headquarters are nt Room r,
the choice of the good bishop. Is such nonsense that one Cromwell building, corner Gold avenue ami Second street.
looks with some amazement to Its high source.
The person whom experience does not teach In reStill,
spect of the food he needs is almost hopeless.
MORTUARY
The
with a sound constitution, he may pull through.
one, however, who listens to the wall of the food faddist, measuring his meals, counting the movements of
Anicelo Armiio.
Aniceto Armijo, aged 55 years, died
his jaw, renouncing the food of his fathers for the unpalatable compounds of the dyspeptic, ought at least to at 415 West Hunlng avenue Saturday
have enough regard for his fellows not to Insist that evening. He will he burled at San
Jose cemetery tomorrow morning the
they shall do likewise. Philadelphia Public Ledger.
funeral being at Sacred Heart church
at it o'clock. Mr. Armijo was a well
known ranchman and sheep raiser.
He formerly lived at Los Corrales.
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH

JAJSIARV 11,

J oaf.

FURNITURE

Dally Optic: There Is every Indication that there
THEJ.EGISUTORE
will be something doing In the early days of the terri
torlal legislature. It Is generally believed, however.
(Continued from Pane One.)
that after the first skirmish factional feeling will give
place to a desire to give the people some needed leglsla thirty-sevent- h
legislative assembly
tlon. One of the things most needed and which wltl promptly at 12 o'clock noon today,

probably receive favorable action

At present there are only a few lacea In the United
States where milk (fonts are mined. The work of breed
Ing and testing Is carried on by a few progressive men
and women who have faith In the future Industry. A
number of communities of foreigners keep goats, hotll
for their milk and the flesh of the kids. There are some
goat farms In the east, some In the middle west and
aome In the west and southwest.
Not all sections are
well adapted to successful results with the animals, says
the National Livestock Reporter, yet there are largo
arena In nearly every state of the union where they can
le raised with profit. The area for their profitable
handling will probably be enlarged when their habit s
and conditions for health shall have become generally
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in Albuquerque
See Ours
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HARDWARE CO.
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well-to-d-

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
Goods Are New And
Stylish.
rca Cut tor R t ol Thin Month

AH

Boy's fine overcoats. .. .$ 2.75
$25 Men's overcoats
$11.50
$20 Men's suits, good as
made
$12.50
$14 business suits for
8.73
....$
Elegant Ladles fur for . . . . I.75

$6

E. M AH ARAM
816 W

Railroad Mr:

J. D. Eakln, President
O. OlomL Vice President

Cnas. Mellnt, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
7. " 'Ji

.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI & QIOMI.
WHOLC9ALK DKALKRB IN

i

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap
Wa

avarytblna la stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar complota

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southweat for Joe. ft,
8chliU, Win, Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best Vineries,
Distilleries, and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Wst,
issued to dealers only.

Opera House Roller Rink
LADIES ADMITTED rttCE

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

Simple,

i0X)X)00XXXK0XXXXOCOX000"

The body of Ray L. Brush, who
died of tuberculosis at his abode in
tjte liighjigids ten days ugiJt was
tOOOOOOOOO(30000CX0OOOCKX(X00
shipped hist night to the home of his
Cii cumstances ordain that i shall dine in town two parents at Bay City, Michigan.
or three nights a week (writes "10. J.") and that I
KI LE DRV GOOIS
shall complete my modest meal In an hour. Dike most 1'IIK .OUK
COM PAN V.
men similarly situated, I have my favorite restaurant,
and It Is a source of real regret to me that 1 run no
Attend the great January clearance
longer afford to dine there. It is not that
garments becannot af- sale of ready-to-weford the money for though the place is comfortable, ginning Thursday, January 24th, at
even luxurious, the charges are little higher than those a. m., and lasting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
of humbler eating-house- s
but that I cannot afford the
muslin untime, if I tell the history of my latest repast there coats, petticoats, skirts,
derwear, all kinds of wulsts, klniona
one day last week 11 will be understood why, after several
house saeques, lounging robes, sweat
years.
have been driven reluctantly to dine
ers, children's dresses, all kinds of In
I selected tillet of beef from
the long and in- fants' wear will, be placed on salo at
viting list of "dishes ready," and after waiting ten minlower prices than manufacturers
utes was courteously informed that 111
of beef was cost.
Special bargain ill Topsy hosiery
"off." I labored through the list once more, was assured that Jugged hare was "on," ordered a portion of and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
that delicacy, and waited patiently for another ten arrived
and will be on sale at special
minutes. When a third of my allotted time had elapsed reduced prices.
the waitress reappeared, and, with still greater courtThursday.
at the
Remember,
esy, broke the sad news that Jugged hare had gone Golden Rule Dry Gaods company.
the way f filleted beef, I placed the bill of fare in
the waitress' hand and besought her to choose for me
to change the luck, as the gamblers say.
Her tip
was calf's load an entry 1 had not fancied at all
and away she sped with my commission. The good
thing came off, although it took nearly a quarter of
an hour to complete the course.
It was thus thirty-fiv- e
minutes after my arrival
tad. Is '
j.") that 1 first tasted food. I had intended to drink a little ale. but owing, I think, to a change
of waitresses, which coincide with the arrival of the
calf's head, the ale went astray, and I was too tired to
go ami look for it.
:y the time 1 had finished
tirst course and. caught the eye of my preoccupied attendant I had rather less than twenty minutes left.
I
accordingly ordered
and cream us less
likely to cause delay in the kitchen than anything that
needed coking.
But
niy
calculations
were wrong
again, for it took twelve minutes f,,r the fruit to reach
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
me. una when I l.ft for Die cash desk the
was
ircaiii
still on its way. There is no charge for attendance at
NKAR GOLD AND tmVKNTH
this restaurant, but I think It must be an extra all the
AUTO, HONK NO, 901
same.
Manchester fnglaii
Guardlatt.

Cheap,
Economical.

DINER IN GETTING MEALS

1

1

ar

The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
Sessions

and Power Go.

le 12, 2.30 to S 30 and 7.30 to
. . .
10 30 P. N.
. . .
tood Music and no charfjt for iistruction.
10

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phono Rod 98

1

else-whei- e.
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f

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conctdfd today to be the best Is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

t

A. D. Johnson

Treusrer.

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WrlHtl'r0M
MUSIC
(Eetabtished
1882.)

CO.

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In mualg
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new eaay payment plan.
.
i 11ft
ft,
All...
... ROlltk. fifPAHil
MuuHuwrquc,
new MCXICO.
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THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
loaf of llallina's delicious bread. Our
bread doesn't make your purse suffer.
It is more economical than baking at
home, and you get palatable and
wholesome eating without cooking at
ess cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our itulicr ream. It Is
a m.-a- l
for the Gods.

PIONEER BAKERY,

ri RSST STRICT.
n am n k;;s.
fresh eggs, one or two days

mOUTH

For
old
phone lilack 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
street and Mountain road.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
S
DRUG STORE.
WAU-TON'-

.

A

HmsmamaimaaMmoasMmmmmmnaaBmAmaasmm&ammmnmmsmmaA

F-- PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phonea.

ol'oTocr"o
The St. Elmo

o

O

JOSEPH

o

Q ki
Finest Whiskies

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

t 20 West Railroad Avmoe

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

AMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS
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MONDAY.

CHIEF

JVMAKV

21,

ttlBUQUERQUE

ltt.
Oats
Pork
Lard

FIT MILLIN

Plbs

May

;

July

IS.

May $l.62Hi July $1.65.
May $9.60; July $9. GO.
May $9.15; July $9.26S27'4

TRAIN

St. Ionls VMtt Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 21. Wool steady.
Territory anil western medium 23 f?
2Rc; fine medium 1821r; fine 15

WANTS ALARM

LEAVES

PASSENGERS

17c.

Money Market.

Money on

New York, Jan. 21.

BOXES

c

ull

BEHIND

easy 2Fj3 per cent.
ALVARADQ

Present Police Force Inadequate Without Means of No-

NOW UNDER

PEWS

Trio of Disgruntled Gentlemen
Unwillingly Remain Over
Sunday at Rlncon.

MANAGEMENT

tifying Patrolmen.

EVENING CITIZEN.

VAOK, FIVE.

the Santa Fe const lines agreed to
give the I'tes free transportation to

points west of I'.aistdw, Cal., furnish- FREIGHT WRECK
ing them with work on railroad con
Leupp is
Commissioner
struction.
now considering both these proposi
AT
tions, which have been submitted to
him by Mr. Dagenette, who has been
active In securing employment
for
the Indians. The result of his delib- Santa Fe Trains Put In Beerations rest upon the report of an
army officer, who, after making spelated Appearance at
cial Inquiry, will present his findings
to President Roosevelt. A I to dele
Albuquerque.
gation is In Washington now protest
ing against working on railroads as
they regard It as a scheme to get
TRAFFIC TIED UP FOR HOURS
them back on a reservation.
T1IK GOLDEN RVLE DRY (.OODS

Go-Ca- rt

with
Here Is a folding
more strong and practical points
on the market.
than any
to
Kvery feature was designed
meet the particular requirements
of mothers for the health and
comfort of their children. Among
the most attractive features of
are
the Fulton folding
the following:
Its pretty and
graceful lines. Its beautiful piano
finish, the flexible swinging seat
which prevents all Jolt or Jar to
the baby, the back of the leather
seat can be Instantly changed
from a sitting to a reclining position, making a most comfortable
resting place for a sleeping child.
It being so shaped as to perfectly
fit the body of any child. It can
be folded In Ave seconds time so
It will fit a trunk, go In a suit
case or can be carried In the
hand. See them at
go-ca- rt

go-ca- rt

go-ca- rt

Night's Trains Get Away

COMPANY.
Attend the great January' clearance
garments be
sale of ready-to-weginning Thursday, January 24th. at 9
a. m., and lasting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin underwear, all kinds of waists, klnmnas,
house sacques, lounging robes, sweat- era, children's dresses, all kinds of In
fants' wear will, be placed on sale at
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost.
Special bargains In Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
arrived and will be on sale at special
reduced prices.
Thursday,
Remember,
at
the
Hidden Rule Dry floods company.

Late This Morning.
LAIIKS"'OKCHK.STIL I'KOM KANSAS CITY AND VOCAL SOIXS
Flyer Late.
WKLL HF.CKIVKD.
Special Correspondence.
When the city council meets this
20.
M.,
place
Rlncon, N.
This
Jan.
evening It Is highly probable that
The Ladies Operatic company of received a visit today from three disFollowing the wreck of Santa Fe
Chief McMlllln of the Albuquerque Kansas City left Albuquerque
last tinguished Silver City people, who
police will bring to the attention of night, delighting a large
train No. 4 near Cliffs, Arizona, FriSunday arrived Saturday night and expect to
the body the matter of the establlsh-me- evening Catherine: at the Alvarado go to Albuquerque tonight.
day afternoon about 6 o'clock and
of a system of police calls over after dinner before their departure.
.
Is composed of Senator
the consequent tie up of traffic, comes
trio
The
the city.
Miss Monroe offered a vocal soio anu 1). Murray. W. 8. Cox and A.
another accident on the Santa Fe at
Aside from the telephone call to a J. W. Duval, a cigar salesman, who
The former is presiTrinidad, Colo., last night where a
at
is
saloon on Railroad avenue there
professional on the dent of tho Silver City National bank.
a
formerly
was
present no way of notifying the police Orpheum circuit, sang. 1 lie enter- Mr, Cox Is a large hardware mer
freight wreck delayed traffic on the
when an occasion arises for their In- tainment was well received.
Mr.
City,
south
bound trains nearly twelve
and
Sliver
of
chant
city
terference on the outskirts of the
marked the rehours.
Is proprietor of a large
Trains No. 9 and 7 did not'
entertainment
The
conparticularly at night. The chief
get away from Albuquerque
J. A. Hadlcy from hi? roller skating pavilion In Silver City.
of
until
tirement
comtends that a pntrolmnn Is just n
10:30 o'clock this morning.
as manager of the hotel anil
But it is not from choice or any
No. 7
mon man and therefore he is unable duties
ol
position
assumption
of
the
they
ure
vlslonnry
arrived
illusion that
at 2:f0 o'clock this morning,
the
to be In more than one place at a maiiHKer
by Mr. Pellow. who came spending a quiet Sunday In Rlncon.
No. 9, which carries the mall,
FORT HA YARD. N. M., JAN. 17. and
I
time.
Mr.
Pillow
say
put
In
n
Paso.
El
Donahue
They
Conductor
that
belated appearance at 10:45
here from
Sealed Proposals In triplicate
are the only well
Since the saloons
a. m. It was delayed at Trinidad for
known to many Albuquerqm neglected to announce the departure sinking and walling a brick well for
15
paplaces open at Hn hour when a
The office and lobby were of the northbound train. They had feet in diameter, 45 feet deep at this three hours. At 9 o'clock No. 3 was
people.
trolman is likely to be needed there Is tilled with chairs brought in from the a midnight lunch at Harvey's and post,
at 6:35
this
will be received here until 11a. bulletined to arrive
no alternative. Tne saloon men have dining room for the accommodation stayed inside where it was warm,
evening.
been obliging enough to send out of the Influx of visitors and a charm- while the Dentins sleeper was being m., February li. 190i. and then
The private car of Chief Engineer
opened. Information
furnished on Storey
porters In quest of a patrolman time ingly informal social time was hod.
coupled to the main line train. Each
of the Santa Fe was on No.
and again but Chief McMillin does
life right to accept or reject any or
fine Havana,
Mr. Hadley expects to leave Albu7 when It arrived
and
pulled
a
at
at Albuquerque
all early
not think this systems of calls Is ade- querque within the next few days. seemed really worth living.
The proposals or any part thereof. Enthis morning. It was attached
quate.
he has not given out his senator had Just been elected to the velopes containing proposals
However,
the train when It pulled out nearly
should to
"The saloon men are not paid by ileflnlte destination.
He will, of council of the New Mexico lcglsla- eight hours later. The chief engineer
the city to send after the police when course, remain in the employ of the ure, his water company at Silver be endorsed: "Proposals for sinking Is on a regular inspection trip over
they are needed," said the official this Harvev neonle. It Is hinted that Mr City had Just secured another con- and walling well," and addressed to the line.
morning in discussing the apparent Hmllev has been selected to take tract with the town for thirty years, Capt. S. P. Vestal, Quartermaster.
Assistant General Passenger Agent
calls, ehnrtre nf the new Harvev h'Ulso a and the Silver City National's month
need for a system of hurry-u- p
and
All members
of the Fraternal Taylor of the Santa Fe, Prescott Tay"and there Is not enough wrong doing Ash Fork. Ariz, hut he has not yet ly report showed large gains In de
Phoenix, accompanied by Mrs.
In Albuquerque to necessitate hiring confirmed the report.
Ho was on his I'.rotherhood are earnestly requested lor and child, arrived here this mornposits and profits.
a man to attend to these, but some"I have made many friends since way to sit In the council of tho solons to attend the meeting on Monday ing on the El Paso train and left on
thing better than the present system my slay in Albuquerque," he declared and make some good laws for mining night, January 21, In the Elks' hall. No.
7 going west.
Is demanded. It seems to me.
last night, "and I will leave the I )UKe men and bankers. He had his ticket New officers are to be Installed and
No. 4 was going at a good rate of
After
initiations to be conferred.
"At present there are two day- City with regret, but of course 1 will In his pocket; it was paid for.
be lunch, speed Friday evening when it colmen and two on at night. One of have to co where I am sent."
Mr. Cox had enjoyed a fine years the exercises there will
lided with a north bound freight
these patrols Kallrond avenue and
The ladies' orchestra pleased a full business. He was on his way cast. dancing and other amusements. Don't train near Cliffs. Twenty-on- e
persons
the other has to look after the out- house at the Casino yesterday arler-noo- n accompanied by his wife, to buy more fall to come.
were reported more or less Injured,
skirts. There are enough complaints
from 2 until 4 o'clock, where it goods and enjoy tho fruits of his
There will be a Parish meetiiiK in the buffet car chef being hurt more
to keep one man busy in the day time was eneaced by the traction com labors in a little visit to old home
the vestry room of St. John's Episco- seriously than the others. Both enfound
matters.
panysmall
looking
afternoon
beautiful
after
The
folks.
.
.
.. .
pal church Monday evening. Jan. 21. gines were badly smashed and the
we are nanuicappeu j. vy a i i. m many holies at the popular resort and
Silver City had taken kindly to
7:30 o'clock. Matters of importance buffet car demolished. The wreckmen on the force. The man the city the ladies' orchestra was given a re- skating and Mr. MacCorquerdale was at
will be discussed and a large attend- ed buffet car was brought to Albucouncil voted $25 a month to add to ception that was almost an ovation.
going to Albuquerque to report to ance
querque for repairs and is In the
Is desired.
his salary, the rest of which a certhe firm of Merrltt & White his suc
Santa Fe shops here at this time.
cess.
tain number of residents In the west
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
It Is the opinion of passengers that
part of the city agreed to pay, has
Mr. Cox being a retired knight of
had the collision occurred In the
resigned because the people out there 2 CHURCH, CLUB AND 2 the road, the train business was left FOR SALE OR EXCHAXiii;-Se- e
dark the result would have been
that
to him.
The C
Yost typewriter,
have reached the conclusion
fraught with direful consequences,
queried
they do not need a night watchman.
zen.
train?"
about
"How
that
SOCIAL MEETINGS
the two trains were so close upon
Murray.
"It would not cost the city much to
FOR SALE Two iron beds, com- each other that a wreck was unavoidput In a system of police alarms since
"Oh, It's all right," answered Cox,
1
2
rockers, brand able. The engine drivers and their
plete.
heater,
swelling up with the importance of
It has the free use of telephone and
new. Inquire in rear, 40X South assistants on both locomotives Jump"The conductor
The regular meeting of the Wood his responsibility.
electric light poles, this being exFourth street.
for their lives and escaped after
pressly mentioned in the company's men's circle will be held tomorrow will call In here. Conductors always STRAYED January 17, one Jersey ed
applying
brakes,
the emergency
call boxes afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock, in Odd call in the lunch rooms."
A
dozen
franchises.
cow; branded open H. Return to which averted more serious results.
The cigar smoke soared toward tho
might be put in, three In each ward. Fellows' hall.
passengers,
were
however,
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M. The
ceiling. There whs a - lull In the
Five In each ward would not be too
C.avin.
thrown violently from their seats.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 2i. the switching in the yards, but the trio
many, and it would be an easy mat- dance will be held smoked on, until a railroad man FOR
brick The Injured persons were taken to
RENT A four-rooter then for anv one to notify the po regular
Music by came in.
house, furnished, at 317 South Phoenix.
lice when they are wanted. This would at the Commercial club.
The wreck occurred on a curve
Inquire of H. Jay
Arno street.
"Coin" to spend a quiet Sunday,
nhtrfnta I Ya norovultv of Iillttillir more the Ellis orchestra.
and the trains were undlscernable
Stone, 317 South Arno:
eh.
senator?"
men on the force.
until they were within a short disUov Stanim. who has recently com
lucky
"Oh, no; I'm going to Santa Fe."
"We have been extremely
The ppjirlcpr Rnle bv IhA jOtnifiiier- - tance of each other. Had It been an
pleted the equipment of his bachelor
burgone."
no
"Train's
been
has
There
winter.
this
que Cash (Jrocery Co. Is on till Tues hour later, perhaps, the wreck would
quarters on West Silver avenue, will
"What?"
glary to speak of so far but you can- entertain a nartv of his friends on
day night.
have hnd fatal consequences.
"Yep."
not figure on this lasting all the time. Monday evoning of this week.
''My God," says Cox. "and Mrs. Cox
According to reports there is such an
epidemic of burglary and robbery in
Stated conclave of Pilgrim com- - Is aboard with the tickets.
The Harvey house manager smiled
El Paso the police seem almost un- mandery No. 3, Knights Templar, this
able to cope with it and the people evening, at 7:30. Installation of offJ
are talking of forming a vigilance icers. J. W. Elder, commander.
BIKES ON SIDEWALKS
committee to look after things.
C. Fcrger, recorder.
"A plan which may be proposed for
This evening a parish meeting will
police alarms Is to have them teleNOT TO BE TOLERATED
phoned to the (ire department, here be held in the vestry room of St
at 7:30
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
the police will be attracted by a gong John's Episcopal church,
or bell, but this Is not thought to o'clock. Matters of Importance will
is always complete and our prices are right
Provisions
be either so practical or efficient as be considered and a large attendance .11 IK.i; CRAWFORD WILL FINE
Is
desired.
boxes."
put
In
alarm
the
to
ALL OFFENDERS I'Olt BREAK
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
CITY ORDINANCE.
The Woman's club met on Friday
or telephone your order to the
TELEBRATHlClBARKETS
Tho subjects introduced
afternoon.
Judge
announced
Crawford
th's
Sew
were,
"Practical
for discussion
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
v ing." by Mrs. Otto Bice, and "Is Veg morning that bicycle riding on tlv
The following quotations were re- etable Diet More Conducive to Hood sidewalks and pavements of Albu
Tho
ceived by F. Oraf & Co., brokers, Health That Meat?" by Mrs. (J. Wil querque will not be tolerated.
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCOM OLIVE OIL
police have arrested two persons for
over their own private wires from
trundling their bikes on the sidewalks
New York, room 3 7, Hrnett J.uild-InOrders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. ;lve lis a
All
members of the Fraternal during the past forty-eighours.
trial order.
Brotherhood are requested to attend These were assessed fines of $5 each,
the meeting this evening. The new which were suspended on promise
New York Slocks.
Sugar.
l!!l"s otlicers are to he installed, initiations that it would not occur again.
American
.
i i a a
i
are to be conferred; also lunch, danc
"The next victim will be lined, and
....i
4
Dmi't he will have to pay the fine," the
intr and other amusements.
14H7i
American Smelters
magistrate declared. "The sidewalkfail to come.
43
American Car Foundry
O
were not made to ride wheels upon.
10 4'. 4
Atchison, com
company
Lumber
American
The
They are for pedestrians. The streets
27s
A naconda
republic
give
tirst
their
will
band
Where to Dtne Well
are Intended for vehicles.".
117 Mi
Baltimore and Ohio
tonight at their quarters over
hearsal
disperson
was
a
One
within
short
76
'it
Rapid
Transit
Brooklyn
the Insley Cycle company's shop, on tance of his home when the police
187
Canadian Pacific
The rehearsal took him up for riding on the walk.
West Hold avenue.
53
Colorado Fuel
will begin promptly at 8 o'clock and This and the fact that the ordinance
Vi
16
Open Day and Night.
Chicago Great Western
It Is expected that the attendance will has not been effectually
enforced
394 be large, as the
Erie com
of the or lately was cited in mitigation of the
excellence
139
Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Louisville and Nashville
well
ganization is already
known offense.
police have posiitlve
88
Missouri and Pacific
among the music lovers of the city Instructions The
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
to
arrest
all
offenders
24
Mexican Central
This will positively be the last public and the outskirts of Albuquerque will
71
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - National Lead
rehearsal for at least a month.
be patrolled to catch violators, so you
129
New York Central
the police a little nearer
1) Hiirrev
K'Vs
international stu may find
Norfolk
you surmise If you elect to try
153
dent secretary of the Y. M. C. A., who than sidewalk
Northern Pad lie
astride a bike instead
189
spent Saturday and yesterday in tins the
Chicago & N. W
4 5 V,
city with the nnject or creating inter- of the street.
Ontario and Western
135 4 est in the formation of a college asPennsylvania
128V4 sociation among the students of the
Heading com
FIELDS AND RAILROAD
274 University of New Mexico, delivered
Hock Island com
Congregayesterday
94
in the
addresses
Southern Pacific
149
tional and Presbyterian churches, in
St. Paul
OFFER POORilO A JOB
largo audiences.
cases
before
1764 both
Union Pactllr
speaker
7
a
and
4
is
fluent
Hurrey
,i Mr.
IT. S. S. coin
undoubtedly added to the interest al
30
r.reen Con
ready felt here in the subject of l IHM.ia Mi.CI) I'TES AT MRT
6
Santa Fe Copper
MFADi:, S. D., MAY liK SF.NT
M. C. A. work.
23
Shannon
TO SOI T1IWKST.
O
96
Copper Range
At the home of Mrs. Edward
113 M
North Butte
The American Reet Sugar comISOVj Christy, on South Water street, the
Calumet & Arizona
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
completed its pany at Rocky Ford, Colo., will give
54 Mi Tuesday Literary club
(lid Dominion
employment to 4U0 I'te Indian pris"Ham
Shakespeare
of
discussion
May cotton
.rl let." Mrs. Ed C. Newcomer led al oners ut Ft. Meade, South Dakota,
Total sales 1.411.600.
illuminated discussion of the fourth should Commissioner Leupp see lit to
Money closed 2r2M! per cent.
act, and Mrs. Barney offered a paper have them take advuulage of the
by
Raynolds' New Building
which discussed Hamlet as a critic. proposition, which was foisted
Kansas City Uvc Stink.
Following Mrs. A. B. Stroup's review Charles K. Dagenette, outing agent
Kansas City. Jan. 21. Cattle
!.
for the southwest Indians, who has
the poet's personality, Mrs. W.
market strong. Including 400 of
Hope took up "The Influence of Ham- taken the matter up with the departsouthern 5 to 10 cents higher.
J
Foreign ment.
Native steers $4.25 $j' 6.75; southern let on Later Times and A.on Cooper's
are
These
Indians
the
II
White
Mrs.
River
(Ti 5.25 ;
Literature."
cows
southern
$3.50
steers
$2.25i'3.50; native cows and heifers paper on "The Ethical Relation of I'tes who became disgruntled when
stockers and feeders Hermlone and Leon ten" closed the the I'nitah reservation In Utah was
$2.25 (iv 5.00;
opened up for settlement.
The Utes
$3.25iH4.76; bulls $2.75 4.25; calves meeting, which was highly Interestsent
different representatives
to
$3.257.25; western fed steers $3.75 ing to the members of the club.
Washington to protest against
the
fi 5.75; western fed cows $2.50 r 4.25.
opening of the strip. Failing to se10.000.
Muttons i in: i.oi ni: rim: dry
Sheep receipts
cure what' they thougiit was their
Start the New Year With a Greeting to All,
$4.75'!i5.75; lambs $0.75 'ii 7.50 ; range
COMPANY.
tights, the Indians left the reservawethers $r,.nn'.i C.r.ii; fed ewes It. do
Me.ssrs. Jones and McFall, experienced men Just from the Bell Vernon
went into South Dakota,
Attend the great January clearane.' tion o
dt 5.50.
Farms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
Kile of ready-to-wegarments be- where they caused much trouble anil
One trial
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Chicago Livestock.
ginning Thursday, January 24th. at 9 annoyance. They were subsequently
Yours for 1907,
anil you are our
rounded up by the United States cavChieago. Jan. 21. Cattle receipts a. in . and lasting six days.
1
26.0HO, market strong. Beeves $ 4 5 'i
F.ntire stock of cloak", suits, rain alry and have been prisoners at Fort
THE MATTHEW DAIRY' CO.
$ l.fin f 5.25 ; cats, petticoats,
unMeade ever since.
7.10; cows and heifers
skirts, mu-li- n
Proprietors.
McFALL.
and
JONES
THOMPSON,
;
derwear, all kinds of wai.ts, kimonas,
feeders $ 2.60 Ii 4.75
The American Reet Sugar company
stockers and
7 r, '.j l.f.ii;
ii.00'.i house sacques, lounging robes, sweat- employs many Indians of the southcalves
Texans
ers, children's dresses, all kinds of in- west, who are under the immediate
8 00.
1 a
fants' wear will, be placed on sale at ilirei lion of R. P. Collins, formerly
Sheep receipts 25, ml", market
.T.
f,
$ :t .tin Ii
70
lower nijccs than manufacturers' superintendent of the Indian School
cents higher. Sheep
cost.
The sugar comat Albuquerque.
DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
lambs $4.701 7.40.
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery pany guarantees to pay the Indians
and Warner's corsets.
I nmuiT niami l.
SHEKjiAN-WILLIAMi il)0 a year for the head of each famPAINT Covers more, loots beat, wears the
21.
cloning
limitaChicago, Jan.
The new spring dress goods have ily In the Ute band. Also the comlongest, most economical; full measure.
arrived and will be on Kale at special pany promises camping grounds and
tions:
BUILJJlNu PAPEIl Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
reduced prices.
Wheat May 78; July
plenty of firewood and water and
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
5
5
4
4
.
July
May
Remember,
Thursday.
Corn
HI
i
at the tents for the nomads.
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MfcX.
FIRST
Ooldeii Rule Pry Cnnds company.
Oenerul Manager A. O. Wells of
.V
nt

The Fulton Folding

ar

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Building

1
REPORT OF, THE CONDITION

J

OK

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Ranks

ir

I

$

1.003, 430. 2S
6,036. 96
13,421.97
117,469.2
367,606.83

$1,50S,963.7-

j

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposit

$

1,

m

.

508. 963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I, W. S. Strlckler. Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
V. P. A Cash.

,

--

150,000.00
69,044.21
1,299.919.68

Please Remember

SubscrPd and sworn to before me this 8th day

January,

of

A. D. 1967.

R. M. MERRITT,

Notary Public.
DIRIXTOHS.

l;

SOLOMON

J.

C.

LUNA,

BALDR1DGE,

W. J. JOHNSON.

g:

ht

;

LOMMORI & MATTEOCCI

'

JMlliUKU-iiiiLirt-

jO

Santa Fe Restaurant

ler Hftvi y
C. E. SUNTAAGG,
Line

. .

French Bakery

. .

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

m.-00-

Albuquerque,

.hds

:

T

77.

The
duties

telephone
lighter,

New Mexico

The Matthew Dairy Co.

C BALDRIDGB

makes

the

The telephone preserves

the cares

lees,

health, prolongs your llfs
protects your homo.

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Proprietor

REMOVAL

VA

Convenience - Comfort - Security

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description
niK

Borradaile
117 W.

& Co,

Cold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken.
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yon
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours I to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK, M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells bow
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed In business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
It t:Hl Vi;, 25 AND 50 CENTS AND IP.
ItOOM S3 GltAND CfcNTKAL HOIKL.

ALiiUQUERQUK

IAGE SIX.

HARRIMAN FEELS
CONSEQUENCES

EVENING

CITIZEN.

UAvnl

SCENES IN KINGSTON WHERE THE
EARTHQUAKE KILLED HUNDREDS
N

V

J l vt'inv

n

.

RIONTEZllfliA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

OFJVIL

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

Not Even Gratitude Stood in
Way of Career Which Now
Is Seriously Threatened.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

RUSHED ROUGH SHOD OVER
HUNDRED

IN

Many Other Matters of Much
terest From America's
Greatest City.
New

York.
Wall

Jan.
street

rr" V

HIS DAY

WZ'

AiI

--

rrrA

s

-

C'J

,

With Ampls Mean

In-

Kvery few
month"
develop dome
n-towering
Itpure whose actions
and history are chronicled with all
possible detail in the iiewpparer
and who in the target. In turn, for
ll sorts of attacks.
Just at present this figure is
H. Ilarrlnian, who has risen In
a short time from comparative obscurity to a world-wid- e
reputation,
and he Is findfiiK that the whttellKht
of publicity Is discomforting In many
ways. In this respect his experience
la exactly like that encountered by
J. Plerpont Morgan, Thomas P.
Kyan, August Belmont, John D.
Rockefeller, and H. H. Rogers long
Mr. Hurrimun Is paying in a
Ko.
way for many years of unbroken
success. His success renched a point
where It made him a general target, and apparently there are several broadsides yet to be fired.
In Wall street there are many men
who look on smilingly at the hard
blows . which Ilarrlnian is receiving
from the united States government.
The smiles are caused by recollec
tions of the many years
during
which Harrlman
rode rough-sho- d
ver everybody who stood In his
He was the son of a poor minister
ana was a clerk in a broker's of
fice until, thirtv-si- x
venrs ncrn. when
stock exchange memberships
were
'.beap. he managed to get one, and
launched himself in earnest on the
sea of finance. Since then he has
developed into the most powerful
railroad figure this or any other
country ever has known.
Harrlman's rule is through fenr
It is safe to say that there is not a
man under him, in any of his vast
properties, who possesses any warm
feeling of friendship or affection for
ma enter; Dut there Is the deadly
fear of Harrlman's vengeance when
crossed. .Stuyvesant Fish has had
swa reason to know what Harrlman's vengeance means, and he is
Mil. one.
let it was this uma Mh
n the old stock exchange Anvm wh
materially aided. Harrlman in getting
fcta first real start toward success.
OraUtude, in this as in many other
aoes not form a part of high
finance ethics.
Today Harrlman is the boss of ap
proximately
2,750,00,(i of Invested wealth, of some 25,000 miles of
railroads, many steamship lines, and
TUU" employes to populate a state.
But, not long ana. he irnnuj ih.
nger of President Roosevelt and his
present entanglement with the interstate commerce commission is the result. As long as Roosevelt remains
president. Harrlman will be in hot
water. That is why Wall street filled
with victims of Harrlman's mailed
fist, smiles.
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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Wail strwt vs. YV1M Oiu.
For a long time erroneous opinions
have prevailed regarding the attitude
of the New York stock exchange, and
conservative Wail Htreet houses generally, towards Investment and speculation in mining shares.
The idea has become widespread
that the stock exchange Insistently
oaa set its face against mining properties, but this Is not the case. The
consensus of opinion In Wall street
among the leading houses there, is
that good properties are worth trading in, whether they are railroad,
industrial or mining propositions but
they must be open and above board,
and possessed of financial responsibility. If they are otherwise
the
aock exchange will not indorse them
by permitting them to be listed, and
they will not allow their members 'to
trade in their issues.
Properties
of the wildest order,
which are nothing more than prospects and possess no virtues other
than those attributed to them by
their promoters; properties which
are not developed and give no prom-to- e
of becoming paying Investments;
properties which are not backed by
responsible men and have no mater-iivalue; and properties which do
not Issue monthly, quarterly, semiannually or yearly statements, and
which do not have a standing in the
financial, railroad, industrial or mining world, properly are frowned upon by the New York stock exchange,
and it will not permit its members
to trade in their issues nor allow
its members to receive trades on behalf of customers. Heyoud this the
rxrhange does not go.
U

Muse GroeitF Absorption.
Following the action of the Amalgamated Copper csntlgent, in going
Into the development
of Mexican
mining properties through the
of the Greene Consolidated
Chopper company, there are many reports which give good ground to the
belief that these same interests will,
in the near future, take over still
more vast Mexican mining territories.
Thomas F. Cole and John I). Ryan,
"Amalgamat
leaders of the
ed crowd," have Just completed a
personal investigation of the properties not only of the Greene Consoli
dated company, but of the Greene
tiold-Silvcompany as well. They
rpent considerable time In Mexico
with Colonel William C. Greene and
This, together
have just returned.
with the recent heavy purchases of
stock by the
tlroerie. Gold-SilvAuuilgamated contlgent, Is taken to
imsii amalgamated control of the
tlold-silvcompany
at an early
pur--Jia-

er

er

er

controls territory
many countries of
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This company
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Kfurope.
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NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

II ARBOR. WIIRRK TI1K WORST OF TIIK VIKK
TIIK KARTHOl AKK.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Rent Drafts Issued on all parts

Safety Deposit boxes Tor

We Want

.

a the WorlJ

Your Banking Business
DIRECTORS

.

r-- w

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E A.
Hlera.
D. H. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

r

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

187$.

L. B. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE
lHtFLOUR,
GRAIN

?

GROCER

AND PROVISIONS

Carries the Largeat and Most ExcIusIts Stock of Staple Qroeerles
in the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD ATENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE

We Have Weathered

K. M.

ths storm

and sunshine and so have our paint.
In fact It's because our paints have
stood time and weather so well thai
we are doing such a good busUesB.
We sell the beat paints always.
You'll find our paints the cheapest
because they are the best Ready
mixed paints, varnishes, colors and
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After a long ocean trip a baby
rhinoceros, only six months old, has
been landed as the star attraction
la the Bronx Zoo.
The newcomer, which came in on
the Cedrlc, is named Mesovlro, which
In Banto means "one who is found
wandering." The rhino, on his trip,
sechad a cage In the between-dec- k
tion forward and was a great pet on
II. O.
a German
explorer, brought him over and attracted general attention during the
trip by walking around the decks
followed by the rhinoceros, which
romped and played like a dog.
The little fellow is very fond of
play and has kept many of the
youngsters at Bronx park busy since
his arrival. He is as strong as an ox,
TIIK KNGLISII GOVI'.IINOU'S 1A LACK AT KINGSTON, JAMAICA.
and when he bump" into his human
playfellows, they ko down like nine
point they will go west, still under to Columbia college to fit the
pins.
NEARLY KVKRY STATE
Manhattan Island, and then under
of things after its royal patWILL RE REPRESENTED
Itm-khe Hudson river into New Jersey, ron ceased to rule this country.
.Mountain Club.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 21. Announce- Western men now In the metropolis giving the roads direct entrance both
As a fitting tribute to one of its ment is now made that nearly every
have organized the Rock Mountain ast and west.
most famous alumni the building state In the union will
be represented
Club of New York for the purpose
which Is to house it after its long by state buildings at the Jamestown
of providing a home In this city for
and varied career will bear the name exposition. Most of them will be of
Sudden
Recorded.
residents and former residents of the
The development of New Y'ork as of Hamilton hull. St. Paul's chapel colonial design, but a few of them
an underground city has not been is to provide for the religious ex- have been built instead
Rocky Mountain states.
pat
after
The organization of the club was without Its toll in human lives. The ercises of the institution.
An im- tern of historic houses in the the
country.
suggested about a year ago at the records of the coroners' office for posing edlflce, it will contain one of For instance, Georgia
will reproduce
annual dinner of the Montana society 1906 Bhow that 68 men lost their the linest organs in the country. "Bulloch Hall."
birthplace of
of New York. The Montana society lives in the construction of under- Chapel service will be held every President Roosevelt,The
and nt the dediproved so great a success that it ground tubes In this city.
morning, and on Sundays there will cation of the building,
the president
was determined to enlarge its scope
There were 43 deaths from caisson be more formal services.
will deliver an address. Pennsylvania
and provide an organization to which disease, falling rock and drowning
has a likeness of old Independence
all Rocky Mountain men would be In the Pennsylvania tunnel work, and
Older Tlmn Our Km.
hall .which corresponds to the origeligible for membership and which there were 'JO men killed on work
Many Important
have inal In size and detail. Maryland
additions
has
would be able to maintain a club in the Belmont tunnel,
of which been made to the possessions of the reproduced the old house of Charles
house where westerners could live four were drowned. The tunnel from Metropolitan Museum of Art during Carroll of Carrollton;
Connectltcut
while in the city.
the Battery to south Brooklyn cost the last few weeks, In the line of has the home
Col.
who
It Is the purpose ot the organizers two lives, and the McAdo tube un- paintings of the foreign and Ameri- was a member ofof Gen.Talmadge,
Washington's
of this club not only to provide a der the Hudson river has caused can schools, classical antiquities of staff, and hud charge of the execution
social organization, but to take an three deaths, all ot caisson disease. the Greek and Roman period, sculp- of Major Andre, the British spy; Ohio
active interest In furthering the in- As the work of tunnel building pro- ture, and various pieces of textiles.
will have "Adene."
stone
terests of the western states in the gresses from year to year, the reChief among the recent accessions house erected west ofthethefirst
Alleghany
east. The club Intends to open a sulting deaths will probably form a Is a rare collection of 124 pieces of mountains and used for years
as the
house shortly in the neighborhood considerable part of the records of Grecian and Romun art, acquired executive mansion of Ohio; Kentucky
of Thirty-fourt- h
street.
the coroners' office, although for during the year. It includes T2 Tun-agr- a will reproduce Daniel Boone's
1906 these deaths only amounted to
figurines of uuusuul grace and it appeared at Boonesboro, Infort as
that
lViiiiK)lvunln'H Big Tunnel.
about one per cetit of the cases of beauty. These statuettes are arrang- state over a hundred
years ago.
Work on the Pennsylvania railroad sudden death reported to the cor- ed in two cases containing four is gratifying that the country has rec-It
groups each and some of the images ognized
tunnel under Manhattan Island has oners.
fact that every stute has
progressed to the point where the
During the year there were 105 are believed to have been models for a direct the
Interest In the exposition, as
two headings have been joined under children killed by being run over in sculptors about 400 B. C.
the following have already made apThird avenue at Thirty-thir- d
street. the streets, 37 being killed by surface
EDWARD STAATS LI'THER.
propriations or provided for funds by
The underground passageway is now cars, 6 by automobiles, and 62 by
special
subscriptions:
Connecticut
HINDOO
PHOBI.F.M
TIIK
continuous from Fifth avenue to the other vehicles. There were 182 perIX) 11K SKTTI.KD IN CANADA $25,000; District of Columbia $251,-00river.
sons killed in fires, and 204 bodies
Florida K0.0U0; Delaware $15,-00Quebec, Cantda, Jan. 21. The HinThe joining of these two headings, were taken from the rivers, of which
Georgia $50,000; Illinois $26,-00country
will
problem
be
doo
In
this
on which work hus been in pronumber only 133 were fully identiKentucky $15,000; Louisiana
finally settled In the near future as
gress for less than a year, was done fied.
Maine $40,000; Maryland
Commissioner of Immigration J. Obed $15,000;
with such nicety that the line was
$65,000;
Michigan $60,000; Missouri
Smith, who has been looking Into the
only a small fraction of an inch out
Columbia's Tew Kullillng.
$60,000;
Massachusetts $50,000: New
of plumb, (me gang of workmen had
Columbia's two new buildings, St. condition of the British Indians, Jersey $75,000; North Dakota $15,000
been boring from the east ami an- Paul's chapel and Hamilton hall, are reports that the Hindus in British New York
$150,000; North Carolina
other from the west, but the calcunow so near completion that
the Columbia and parts of Canada are In $30,000; Ohio $75,000; Oklahoma
lations of the engineers proved to university authorities ure at last able a starving condition and are not at $10,000; Pennsylvania
$100,000; Virbe almost methematlcally exact.
to lix upon a date for their formal ull suited to the northern climate. It ginia $200,000; Virginia
counties adThe tunnel under Manhattan Is- opening. With the possible excep- Is expected that the government will ditional.
Vermont $10,000;
land is forty-tw- o
feet wide and twenty-- tion of the library and the unfinish- act on this report Immediately and Wisconsin $150,000;
$60,000;
West Virginia
one
feet IiIkIi. Further west, be- ed University hull, these buildings slop further Hindus from landing In $15,1101); Washington,
Oregon. Idaho
tween Fifth and Seventh avenues, are the most important in the his- the country as up to the present they and
Montana $250,000.
have been u complete failure.
where work now is la progress, the tory of the institution.
tunnel will be larger and will acHamilton hall was given anonyFur any disease of the kln there Is
commodate three tracks. Through mously two years ago as a permaM'gSERY PRODUCTS
nothing
better tha.i Chamberlain's
these tunnels, when completed, Penn- nent home for the academic departSalve.
It relieves the itching and
sylvania & Long Beach railroad trains ment of the university, which was the
8HADE TREES, burning sensation instantly and soon
AND
FRUIT
will pass from Ixing Island City un- original nucleus from which the in- SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
cure,
bold by ali druggists.
der the F.ast river and then under stitution grew. Fstublibbed before BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. effects a
Manhattan Island Into the great the war of the revolution as King's N. W. ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER
We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im- Pennsylvania
station.
From that college, the college changed Its name STREET.
perlal Laundrjr Co.
ship-boar-

Solicits

of K.LNST 0

non s.buu.uuo acres of land, more
than a third of which Is covered by
heavy timber, and more than half of
which Is underlaid by immense coal
fields.
On the territory are several
large Iron deposits and. all told, the
company owns 118 gold, silver, iron
copper nnd lead mines, some of which
have been extensively developed.
Autos Ruin City Drives.
That the roads or Central Park
Riverside1 Drive,
and other garden
spots of the city are being ruined
by the chains on the wheels of heavy
automobiles Is the complaint made
by officials of the park department
Superintendent Joyce has had the
matter cabled to the nttejntlon of
the Automobile Club of America and
of the police, so that the heavy non- skidding chains may be removed
from the tires before motor cars are
permitted on the park drives.
"These chains tear up the surface
of the drives and the damage Is ap
parent on all the park roads," deJoyce, "the
clared Superintendent
roads have been worn, especially on
the curves, and as soon as wet weath
er sets In pools and water holes are
formed. The chains are used only
in wet weather when the roads are
soft and they are terribly damaged."
All sorts of delivery wagons ars
excluded from park roads and ex
pressmen cannot even deliver trunks
at Riverside Drive residences without
special permits.
Yet at the same
time huge motor cars, even those
sight-seeing
big
type, are per
of the
mitted to run without molestation on
any of the drives.
Colgate Hoyt, president
of the
Automobile Club of America,
has
promised his organization will co
operate with the city officials for the
protection of the park roads.
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requires a staled time to rlapse between the nate of the importation
order ;mv1 fh fl'Ul! dppvV.:rr, only
a part of them will be started on their
way to San Francisco.
Tw vnty-elgof the number have been Incarcerated here for some time ami will be
Herman Schweitzer of the Harvey-curisent west, while three of the "Hay-the- n
system, Is In Gallup on busiChinees" were of the number
which escaped from an K.I Paso box ness connected with ahis department.
plenty
ha1n in
last week while being pursued by
A ball will be given on the evening
new Mexico car
southern
the Immigration officer there. They
Thnirma Johnson, who tin the con-tra- rt came north and got as far ns l.as of Washington's birthday, Feb. 22, by
for riii'rvlnir I hp mnil from Red- - Cruces when they were apprehended the ladles' auxiliary to the engineers.
roek to LordsburR. haa not been able and placed In the local Jail. Their
H. McCreary, of the Harvey systo croaa the river with the mall for hearing was held and It will he somefor the
I.
several trips, say the Lordsburg Lib- thing over a week before they can tem, left here yesterday
Grand Canyon. Mr. McCreary's headeral. However, he and Poatmuster be taken out of the country.
quarters
are
at
Kansas City.
Harper at Redrook have rlfrired n
V
cable across the river and the mull ALTHOUGH WINTKR, Alii- Special
Officer
Farrell.
who has
on a
hflff Is sent nomas the rattle
ZON A HAS STRAW IlKRRI KS been In the employ of the
Santa F-trolley. This is the only known trol
Is beautifully maintaining
Arizona
Isleta for some time, has resignSaia Your Money for a
ley line In the southern part of the her reputation for unusual and uned, to assume the duties of a similar
territory.
expected things, says the Phoenix Re- position which he has secured
HOOSItRL KITCHEN CABINET
Ui
at
might be Illustrated Angeles. Cal.
publican.
This
'
.1ST Kit 1XTEHEKTEI IN
ways,
but
forty
now
in
different
Just
Write for Booklet
The Furniture Man.
;ou fields it will be pointed out through a Conductor Frank Shaffer and
NEVADA
Cor. Coal and Second
Cor. Cowl & Second, East end Viaduct
T. A. Lister arrived In town the strawberry story. It has often been Homer H. Ward,
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
of this city, are
first of the week from Wllliamsport, printed that with a little painstaking showing the sights of Alhuqucrquu to
Pa., en route to Oolddeld. Nev., says an Intelligent
grower
can
strawfriends,
their
raise
Samuel Schrlmp and
thirty-fiv- e
contained
tons, the
nbout
Liberal. He stopped
.tveriiKlng from 1 8,000 to $20,000 to off a couple of days to attend to berries here any month In the year, Iee Fording, of Alliance, Ohio, who
on
true.
Is
arrived
It
here
statement
Saturday night and
would
the ton. It has been closely watched some business alTalrfs here.
He re- and the
be a who will remain for a day or two
by armed guards both
night and ports that the strike of the miners at seem though thnt there might
year.
Nevwith
their entertainers.
fall down in this unusual
day.
Goldlleld has been amicably Bettled
a
It Is expected that other leases will and work has been resumed on ertheless, F. E. Felch, who lives a
rumor comes from PhiladelThe
send out enormous quantities of ore he Goldlleld Fargo company's proper- half mile west of the Indian school, phia that the Pennsylvania
Vallroad
within the next few days. It is these ty. His company, like all other yesterday brought to the board of company is about to absorb the Atof
box
strawbertempting
a
as
trade
large shipments
furnish
that
the elasers in OoUlrleld, have a clause In
chison Topeka and Santa Fe, thus
most conclusive answer to the ndverse their lease providing for an extension ries ns one ever looked at. They are giving that system
a
from the
criticisms that have recently been to make up for all time lost on ac- not the largest ever grown, but they Atlantic to the Pacific.lineThe
handed about so freely regarding one count of a strike by the miners. He are as large as the best flavored ber- appears to receive credence Inrumor
New
ever get. were bright red, well
of the world's richest gold camps.
has reports from the lease which ries
York and Itostou financial circles.
fine.
And
altogether
ripened
and
this
show that good ore Is coming In, and
ottowa, (nt.: The statement
is he expects soon to be shipping high too in the middle of an unusual spell
Deputy Marshal Illlly Smith was in
of weather In midwinter, when it has Lordsburg, and served
now freely made here and In Toronto grade ore.
a summons on
been cloudy most of the time for! Agent Keys, of the Arizona
that the C.uggenheim lntesests are
New
some
raining
weeks,
of
the
three
seeking
prop
AM.
t'Ol.NTY
AMI
control
of
the
Gillies
Mexico road, notifying him that mil',
Of America's Mining Industry. erty nt Cobalt. A
SALARIES SHOULD 1JK CUT time and more than unusually cold, had been brought against the road
$40,000,000 offer
A petition, signed
by practically In fact, yesterday the thermometer for a violation of the law regarding
for this property was recently
reWhich Soon Will Be Secceived, and despite denials, there is every bank, corporation and business never did go higher than 4 5 degrees safety appliances on roads doing an
a general belief that the Gillies prop house In Albuquerque, will be pre- nt any time during the day, prob- - Interstate commerce business.
The
ond Only to
erty has become more attaractlve to sented to the next legislature, says ably the lowest high record of any summons did not explain Just how
the Ouggenhelms than a minority In the Lordsburg Liberal In Its com- day for a year. Mr. Felch says his the law had been lolatcd.
a
terest In Nlplssing.
ments, asking that the laws provid- vines are heavily laden with bios- ing for paying county officers' fees soms and with fruit in all stages of SANTA EE TUNNEL N I '.A 1
AND
HER OVERWHELMING
MARTINEZ STILL ON I IRK.
llaxter Springs, Kalis.: The Uax- - shall be repealed and the officers put maturity from the (lower to the ripe
A San Francisco
dispatch says:
ter Royalty company, controlling ex on salaries that shall not exceed $300 berry. He has a small patch of the
tensive lead and zinc lands in this for commissioners, $600 for probate berries, and they are somewhat pro Fire is still raging In the Franklin
district, has recently made a nunv judge, $1,800 for superintendent of tected from the wind by a row of tunnel on the line of tho Santa Fe
railroad, several miles from Marclerk, castor bean plants.
ber of new leases to mine operators schools, $2,000 for probate
tinez, and all trains are compelled to
on very advantageous terms to all with two deputies at $75 per month,
ASSOCIATION
Htll.DlNG
use tho Southern Pacific tracks from
The Increased profits now $3,000 for sheriff, and $125 per RATONELECTS
And Yet the Mining Resources of concerned.
ANNUAL OFFICERS. bay points to San Pablo station.
possible in the lead and zinc indus month for deputy, $2,500 for treasThe
meeting
stockof
the
The annual
tunnel is believed to bo choked In
try, owing to the advanced prices urer, and $100 for district attorney.
the Rocky Mountain Section
&
Huilding
Ixmn
Raton
many places. Construction gangs are
of the metals, as well as to the lower The petition asks that the law take holders of the
association was held the other night working to save the tunnel.
Are Merely Scratched.
The
cost of production, are rendering It effect the first of January, 190".
M.
secretary,
C.
of
oitlce
nt
the
the
fire started about midnight Wednesan easy matter for the producers to
be'
majority
A
the
stock
of
Hayne.
day. The fire cannot be reached with
pay large royalties on their output DAVID FA 1(11 IS 1'IIAIKMAN
SOCORRO COMMISSIONERS. ing represented nnd a majority of the hose and the expedient of smothering
Caaanea, Mexico:
The fole-Ryuand sllll have left most gratifying
present,
being
an
election
It has been resorted to by blocking
Chairman David Farr, of the So- directors
cesser Interests are actively pushing balances as the returns from their
corro board of county commissioners, was held for directors resulting In the ends of the tunnel.
their preparations for Installing a big ventures.
old
of
a a a
y
the
election
unanimous
the
came down from Magdalena Thurs-dasmelter here at an early date.
Houghton. Mich.: A general policy
and left for Albuquerque on pri- board, as follows: Simon Cohn, A. ROItlU.lt STEALS H,00( IN
M.
ItULMON FROM CAR.
is now becoming vate huslness, says the Chieftain. C. Price. C. N. Ulackwell. C.
Butte, Mont.: The copper output of consolidation
T. F.
A lturstow dispatch, dated January
f the Butte district for 1905 Is now popular witli the big copper com Mr. Farr was chosen chairman of Payne, Henry C. Jones,
18,
C.
says:
Whlted
A.
and
At
12:30 last night, on the
Jelfs.
John
pounds. panics, and there are numerous re the new bonrd at the first meeting of
at 343,000,000
estimated
M. R. Mendelson. The report of the arrival of the train from Randsburg,
As aeon da leading the list of the pro- ports of important mergers of varl that honorable body, and the choice auditing
wns read and Wells-Farg- o
Agent Hrowne
committee
took
ous large Interests.
About half of was an eminently wise one. He Is a
ducers.
It shows a wonderful charge of the strong box containing
the mineralized portion of Keneenaw successful man of business and will adopted.
of
two
gold
growth
:
assocl
business
the
of
the
bricks
A
$S,000,
valued
at
Independence, Kuns.
review of county is now owned by the Calumet not fail to exercise in the conduct of
gratifying to from the Yellow Astor mine, on Its
the past year in the
and Hecla. and this company is ex- public affairs the same good Judg ation, which was moststamps
In
wuy
and
to
stockholders
the
the
mint.
He
the
special
carried It insld.oil fields shows no features of
panding steadily,
having recently ment and business sense that have
importance other than the shut-dow- n
taken over a controlling interest in won him success In the conduct of stitution as one of the most success of the office and returned to finish
his transferring, Browne was gone
ful in the southwest.
movement.
Producers appear to be the Superior Copper company, whose his private affairs.
only about three minutes and on his
waiting for an advance In price.
new mine is Just north of Baltic.
COAL SHOHTAGK SERIOUS
return found some one had broken
SOCORRO STATU RANK
Kyan-Col- e
The
Interests
are
also
said
QUESTION IN ROSWKLL. the glass out of the side door, opened
Development to be planning two new corporations
Ariz.:
Wtnkelman,
MARKS FINK SHOWING.
is becoming the door and stolen the box and conThe coal shortage
work is going forward rapidly on in this district.
The Socorro State bank's statement
of the condition of its affairs at the more serious In Roswell, says tha tents. The ularm wits given at unci,
the Two Queens, the Kay and the
18.
This morn- but there has been no clew to the
Saddle Mountain mines. The activlied Cliff. Oolo.: The car shortage close of business on December '31. Record of January
ity In mining circles here has never here is causing considerable incon- 1906, Is gratifying, the amount of ing there was not a pound of coal on thief. The supposition Is that some
and while the Ros- one knew of tho shipment and folbeen equalled In any previous win- venience, but Is not causing any seri- business being done quite surpassing sale in the city,
Wool & Hide company Is exlowed It from Randsburg.
ter.
ous setback to the large mining in- the anticipations of those who pro- well
the greater
moted the founding of the bank n pecting a car this evening,
terests
of
district.
the
go
part of that will
to the electric Bware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Logan, Utah: Development work
Ooldfleld, Nev.: The fuel famine few months ago, says the Chieftain.
In this district discloses the fact that has been severe throughout this dis- The business of the Institution Is con- light company, so that the prospect
Contain Mercury.
at the water level a high grade of trict, and fuel of all kinds is now ducted on strictly conservative lines is not encouraging.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
A Record reporter hail a talk with of smell and completely derange the
copper sulphides Is present in good commanding record prices. A car- for the safety of stockholders and
whole system when entering It through
quantities.
Indications point to ex- load lot of lire wood which had been customers alike. The promotion of Manager Stover, of the electric com- the
surfaces. Hucb articles
pany,
this morning, and Mr. Stover shouldmucous
tensive copper mining operations shipped from Utah, 900 miles away, the bunk's Interest Is largely in the
never be used except on presas
expressed
follows:
about
himself
criptions
courfrom
reputable physicians, as
Price,
I..
here in the early future.
the
Kdward
hands
of
was recently distributed among needy
damage they will do la ten fold to
cashier, "We have perhaps enough coal on the
teous and accommodating
high
as
as
you
applicants,
goisi
offers
of
and
the
possibly derive from
can
forty-eigNew
and
Colo.:
to
Creek,
run for
Cripple
hour, them.
s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
declined, who Is exercising a degree of tact and hand
we will get from Mr. by F. Hall
rich gold strikes have Just been made $20 for a quarter cord were
and
with
what
Chenney
& Co., contains no
J.
energy
developing
done
business
and
money
no
Instructions
mercury, and Is taken Internally,
acting
in this district, the assay tests giv- as underaccepted
by this home Institution far more Hurd tonight, and with some from directly
upon
wood.
The
the
be
for
could
blood
the
and mucous surto
up
expect
we
running
military
values,
Institute,
ing remarkable
gratifying for the future than it has the
faces of the system. In buying Hall's
a
out
given
was
quarter
cord
last
We
enough
week.
even
hav?
thoua
for
have
Into the hundreds and
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genwomen been In the past.
arranged to get several hundred cords uine. It la taken Internally and
sands of dollars for picked samples. stick at a time, and many crowded
made
In Toledo, Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co.
ones
fiick
at
home
with
'big
orchard.'
going
apple
wood
are
forward.
of
from the
VAGRANTS TRKATKR
Ore shipments
Testimonial
free.
eagerly forward to secure if posslole
use
will
we
to
it
are
that
able
KINDLY AT PIIOKNIX und if
Bold by drugglsta. Price, 75c. per uct-tl- e
The demand a single stick. The situation Is reMexico City. Mexico:
We have a
Recorder Thomas yesterday in the help us out materially.
Take
Hall's Family Pills for constipaway,
for zinc throughout the republic Is garded as acute.
on
but
enterprovided
great
the
coal
deal of
kindness of his heart
tion.
Increasing rapidly, owing to Its wide
days
next
do not know where It Is. It is posfifteen
the
for
tainment
mining
Patagonia.
Ariz.:
The
Use In the cyanide process. One comfor five visiting gentlemen who found sible that within the next two or
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
pany now has a secret process of world Is beginning to realize more themselves without funds and among three days we may have to shut down
AT WALTON'S DRUG
fully
importance
ever
of the strangers, says the Phoenix Repub- from 12 at night until 4:30 in the CANDIES,
the
than
cutting alnc shavings, and is shipcopper
STORE.
district.
The
to
the mines Wringhtson
ping its product
They were Indebted primarily afternoon, running the balance of Ih-- j
Westlnghouse interests
have been lican.
railthroughout Mexico.
blocking
storm
the
A
to
Introducing
time.
them
Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid
prospecting the district and locating to the police for nnd in order
to roads would prove very serious Just
Thomas
Them.
Wickenburg, Ariz.:
Universal ac- properties for some time, and now Recorder
now."
the appeal effective the officers
ore fatalities have their origin In
tivity is now evident in the mining comes Col. W. C. Oreene. No soon- make
will be noted that a storm Is or
vagrancy
against
It
lodged
of
charges
a
large
result
A
from
cold than from any
camps at Copper Creek.
er did the Sandard Oil crowd force
The recorder does not like to be now prevailing In Kansas and the other cause. This fact alone should
amount of development work Is be- Col. Greene to sell his wonderful! them.
In
are
railroads
and
north
charity
would
that
the
and
with his
make people more
as there is
ing accomplished throughout the dis- property, the Greene Consolidated, at profligate
have turned them away, but the bad shape. The outlook Is certainly no danger whatever careful
from a cold when
trict, and 400 men will probably be Cananea, Sonora, Mexico, than this fain
encouraging.
not
not
so
wns
did
Inclement
he
weather
biIt
properly
is
treated In the beginning.
active practical miner sent his
at work by next summer. Three
have the heart to do so. He said they
many years Chamberlain's Cough
For
tlx;
weekly stages now leave Hillside for
South.
into the Wrightson district. might
Counsel
Wise
troiu
city
sleep
in
the
eat and
Jail
has been recognized as the
RamCol. Greene's brother-in-lathe camps.
"I want to give some valuable ad- Remedy
Not wishing to be
prompt and effectual medicine
most
sey, Is in charge of the prospectors, for fifteen days.good
lame
with
suffer
who
to
those
vice
turn he instructof who are scouring the district, peg- snubbed for his
Rich deposits
Salldu, Colo.:
and kidney trouble," says J. R. In use for this disease. It acta on nathe police to keep the lock turned back
r.inc recently discovered are the In- ging out claims.
In the Patagonia ed
Blankenshlp,
of Reck, Tenn. "I have ture's plan, loosens the cough, recentive of renewed activity in the district the Mowery mine is develop- on the visitors.
proved to an absolute certainty that lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
One ed far enough to be employing bemining camps of the district.
Klectrlc Bitters will positively cure and aids nature in restoring the syscompany is now shipping on an aver- tween three and four hundred min- LAS C1UCES .dill.
distressing condition.
The first tem to a healthy condition. Sold by
this
OF
CHINESE
11X1.
age of forty cars of zinc ore each ers and the Alto, another developed
gave me great relief and after all druggists.
thirty-on- e
present
bottle
at
are
There
month, besides an additional ten cars property,
is employing
about 250 Chinese confined In the county Jail taking a few more bottles, I was comof Iron. The tunnel system is em- men. Among the younger Patagonia in this city, says the Las Cruces Re- pletely cured; so completely that It
of course. there's nothing in a
ployed.
properties, which have made strikes publican. They were tried before W, becomes a pleasure to recommend name. Wasn't it the tramp steamer
of paying ore, are
Santa Cruz, A. Fleming Jones and ordered de- this great remedy." Sold under guar- Wabble that towed the ponce Into
Joplin, Mo.: The lead and zinc the Mansfield and thethe
port?
Worlds
Fair.
ported, but owing to the law which antee by all druggists. Trice SOe.
producers of this district are planning
for a record year in output and profits. They derive their encouragement not only from the recent substantial advances in the prices of
the metals, but also from the fact
that values continue down with
depth, while at the same time the
cost of production is being materially reduced by many operators.
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Harness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 13 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr rlrtt Strttt and Tfara Avaoaa

1

FACTS WHICH IN

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j
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eml-sari-

Seattle, Wash.: A thawing outfit Is
the latest requisite of a complete
equipment with the Alaska
This consists of a boiler, a hose,
and a nozzle. The steam Is turned
on and the nozzle run into a bank
of pay dirt, which is quickly thawed
out and plied up outside the shaft
to await wanhing in the spring. As
a result, It Is reported that there are
at leaBt 5,000 men nt work In the
mines about Nome thU winter.
gold-seeker- s.

A new smelter of
Ooldfleld, Nev.:
immense proportions is the next most
urgent need of the Ooldfield mining
Interests, according to the opinion of
As
those best qualified to speak.
soon as the mines of the district
aI
free milliner such
,'A!La tn
.
. ..
...
a.
is
smeirer win ue required, ami it Ij
generally admitted that copper is the
busa that "Will most interfere with
There can be little
amalgamating.
question but that the new enterprise
will be highly profitable, especially In
case lead and alnc are developed
within reasonable distances.
' Goldtield. NeV.: The largest ship-incof rich ore ytl recorded from
any mining camp has just been sent
under heavy guard in three express
cars to be conveyed to the Selby
It is valued
smelter for treatment.
at upwards of 7uO,0OU. The nearest
approach to this record was the famous shipment from the Isabella mine,
in the Cripple Creek district, about
eight years ago, when a carload of
twenty-seve- n
tons valued at $219,60
was sent out.
This latest shipment
a.

P. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

DICATEITHE
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Vehicles

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils
and all kinds of saddlery supplies.

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,

insist on the famous 5A.

They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

couch
CURE the LUNC8

KILLthe

Dr. ling's

WITH

Now Biscovory
-

nNSIINPTInM
OUGHgand

forC

Prlea

60o$1.00
Free Trial.

OLDS

Bureat and Quickest Cure,, for ail
THROAT and LTJNO TBOUB-L-S,
or MONEY BAGS.

(0)11

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

ar

long-of-we-

and

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $Cf.00.

Williams' Indian Pile

will cureHIInd,
E SDr.
ana Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors.

No.

212 North Second
Albuquerque, N. M.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
and Salt Meat
team Sauaaga Factory.
IMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building;, North Third Btroa.

All Klnda of Fresh

MAUGEK

W. E.

WOOL

with RaaDe ft Maurer.
Office, 118 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

1

rori

A OmADI
Dealera la Groceries, ProTlslonj,
Grain and FueL
input isnrenared for Piles and Itch. Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llq
Ing of the private purls. Rvrry box la
and Cigars, place yonr order
wurranted. liv druwlKts. tv mall nn ri.
this line with na.
of price. f.O cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cliveland. iW
NORTH THIRD
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft 80N.

I

illuya the itching at once, acta
is a Doulllce. avea instant ro.
hef. Dr. Wllliama'lnrlianPlleOlnt.

A. SLEYSTER

7.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT1
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

HOTEL

BECKER

New Management, Nevenber

I, 1906

Oppoalta tha Bant Fa Depot
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKM, M. AW.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL iTAWfc
LOAN!.
AutomaOo phone 481.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BaJJdlaav

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBROOK BOB. Prom:
LIVERY AND BOARDINQ

8TABLB
HOR8ES 8PECIALTY.
Tbe "Sadie" for mountain pertles aaft
at epeclal rates on week dsrya.
Auto Phone 804.
No. 112 John BC
SADDLE

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Amam

COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLO

tlon. Office
avenue.

at

117

Wt

KaSrsaB

we appreciate
a perfectly heated
bouse, but it la not every house that
VY.
TRIMBLE & CO.
la properly warmed. If youra la lacking In any way, or if you are undecided what la the best system to In- LIVERY, BALE, FEED AND TRAX
stall In a new bouse and need InforFBR 8TABLE8.
mation tbat la trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought aad Ba
changed.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CUT!
between Railroad
Standard Plumbing &He3ting Co Second 8treet,
Copper Avenue.
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Its Location

000ettt
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HKLKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALUL'fjL'KHQL'K,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OFTHE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM I.EADINii EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 RUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $14,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
HELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; TlinrcK HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC HELEN I THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. W7NE.
ITS?
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NUT BE
ESTIMATED.
.

t.ftr
Vrr3OBC0O4KBOBCeCSoKa

KBOOtCXtOMrOtOOlvetOI

COME

TO HELEN, M. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

KXPItKSS, MAIL AND
ALL FAST 1.IMITKD
KLIGHT TltAINS OF TUB SANTA FE WILL GO
OVKIt THK MAIN LINE TIUIOUGII TO HELEN, EAST
AMI WEST, NOKTII AND SOUTH.
I

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
CASH.
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
WITH MORTGAGE
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
Y'U WISH T SECURE THE CHOICEST I.' ITS.

Sec'y.

0
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Take Good Care of Your Feet
an absolute necessity for health
shoes cause corns and bunions.
are too light expose you to the danger of catching
stylish shoes that fit well and protect your feet

as well as
Shoes that

Good Shoes are
looks. Ill fitting

cold. For
call on us.

Warmer and continued fair;
liulmy feeling's In the ulr;

(

Women's Shoes

Met

No.
No.
No.

$2.50 to $4.00
$1.65 to $3.00

Men's Work Shoes

$1.50 to

$1.50 to $3.50

Shoes for Boys

$1.25 to $2.75

Shoes for Girls

F. F. Trotter

SUGAR
T. Y. MAYNAUD

CO.

MEXICO'S

NEW

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AIICII FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

A Rarebit
to b properly prepared should be made
In a Maiming, liowmun Chafing Dish.
no worrying about fires.
Always
8 uply a uutu'.i, and iu a few minutes
the

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
has piwtuced a dainty morsel to regale
your guests. lie sure to sec that your
chafing ilisli is supplied with lh
paten tad SMtmless ''Irerr" mmmm
food
found only in Manclel
ning, Bowman & Co. Chafing Dishes.
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SALE BV

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

mm

THE

El mm

i
Jwlry, Ct

Diamond, WtctM,
roar trad and guarantee

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

AVE

OlaM, Clock, BtlYerwar.
A SQUARE DEAL.
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at midnight.

Jose Lopez

in town from Mexico
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'
entire stock of Men s and Boys' Clothing and Overcoats (blues and
blacks reserved) at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
1

DO NOT DELA Y. A DOLLAR MADE IS A DOLLAR SA VED

MEN'S SHIRTS

Monarch and Wilson's Celebrated Shirts, broken lines only
Cluetts Fine Shirts, broken lines only your choice - STUDY OUR WINDOWS

-

80c
SI. 25

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

MONDAY,

Believe Us

JAMAUV SI,

1HL

DON'T FORGET

We can tave you money

that now is a good time to supply yourself with clothing and furnishing goods at marvelously low prices.

MOVJ

In the purchase of a Piano

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

OUR GREEN TAG

Learnard
Established

m

&

NMM I

offers splendid opportunity for money saving. We
are slaughtering all of our winter suits and overcoats

Some at Half Price.
All of them Greatly Reduced
All Sweaters and Caps at Half Price
Boys' Shirts at Half Price

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenae

CO A

SALE

) HNMM9MINM

M

Do It Today
L

Genuine American
block, per
ton
$e,50
Cerrlllos Lump
$0.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gag Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.23

See Our Ties and Fancy Hose
Which we offer at 25c they are worth double the
Price. If you value money call and see us before
buying.

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMICAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $0. PER TON. W. II.
HAHN & CO.

i

The railroad A venue Clothier.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

Rev. N. W. Alger and one of his
Sunday school pupils of the Baptist
church, Miss Jemlna Long, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Long, had
birthday anniversaries yesterday, the
former celebrating his seventy-thirand Miss Jemina her twelfth anniversary. Per ugreement of the Baptist
Sunday school each member, on having a birthday, puts a penny for each
year of age Into the missionary fund,
and yesterduy Rev. Alger added to
pennies and
the fund seventy-thre- e
Miss Jemlna twelve pennies.
J. C. Flournoy, formerly manager
of the Albuquerque Hardware com
puny, has purchased an Interest In
the well known Whitney company,
one of this city's most successful concerns, and has been elected its treasurer. As a consequence he will hereafter give his entire attention to the
financial affairs of that concern, while
J. O. Wagner, formerly employed by
the Whitney company, will assume
the position of manager of the Albuquerque Harware company Just vacated by Mr. Flournoy,
d,

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In If ear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

The Ladles Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Engineers will give a ball
Friday, February 22.
PRESBYTERIAN SALE.
The ladles of the Presbyterian
church are preparing for a sale of
home cooking, home-mad- e
candy and
aprons, at the Woman's Exhang.
Thursday, Jan. 24th. At noon they
will serve lunch and In the afternoon and evening Ice cream and caka
will be for sale.
The championship game of baskc'
bull will bo played at the Casino Friday night, Jan. 25, between the U. N.
M. and the A. and M. college, of Manilla Park.
Dunce after the game.
THE GOLDEN KILE 1KY GOODS
COMPANY.
Attend the great January clearance
garments besale of ready-to-weginning Thursday, January 24th, at 9
a. m., and lasting six days.
Entire stock of cloaks, suits, rain
coats, petticoats, skirts, muslin underwear, all kinds of waists, klmonas,
house sucques, lounging robes, sweaters, children's dresses, all kinds of Infants' wear will, be placed on sale at
lower prices than manufacturers'
cost.
Special bargains in Topsy hosiery
and Warner's corsets.
The new spring dress goods have
arrived and will be on sale at special
reduced prices.
Thursday,
Remember,
at th-Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
ar

Girls' basket ball at the Casino
Friday night. IT. N. M. vs. A. and M.
Rubber boots, arotics and overshoes for men, women and children.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
GOOD ALFALFA,
KANSAS HAY.

THE HAMIHNI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment Is thoroughly sterilized In Its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
Suits made to order.
A special
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Rallroud avenue, upstairs.

H

ONE Y

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.

Nice

$1.00.

TICKETS

R.R.

:

O

0O

HARDWARE

O

Iron;' Pipe,

O

Wholesale and Retail:

Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water

Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. Wagon Wood Stock. Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
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Albuquerque,' Nen Mexico

Home Insurance the Best

NATIVE AND

1:. V. FEE,
002 8. FIRST. ST.

w

20 Per Gent. Discount

nn0 Wl

on

C. II. CONINOR .
OSTEOPATH.
and 4, N. T. Armijo building.

Clearance Sale

al

complete the arrangements for their
annual dinner in honor of the great
Scotch poet, Robert Burns, to be held
on the evening of January 26th. A
large attendance is requested as matters at Importance will tome before
the meeting. It Is Intended to make
this year's event the greatest ever.
Mrs. J. h. o'RIelly Is expecting before long a visit from her friend. Mrs.
H. W. s. Negus of Montreal, Canada,
a well known former resident of this
city.
J. M. Mucky and C. A. Black, of
Detroit, Mich., are here on business
connected with the American Lumber compnnv. In which they are interested.
Robert I. Steen, representing the
k
Tea and Coffee company of San Francisco, who has been
spending several clays here left last
night for Denver.
J. R. Teasdalo, the well known St.
Louis traveling man, rame In yesterday on his way to Los Lunas, where
he will spend two days In Interviewing the mere-huntof that town.
Dr. K. II. Kauffman, who for several years was one of the physician
and surgeons on the Belen cut-oof
the Santa Fe road, has returned from
Washington, D. C, where he visited
his mother. He also visited friends
In Chicago and Cleveland.
Hon. S. J. Williams of Alliance, O.,
and Mrs. Williams are stopping here
on their way to the Pacific coast.
They are friends of W. P. Johnson,
president of the American Lumber
company, also of Messrs. Homer H.
Ward and E. Miller of this city. Mr.
and Mrs. Williams will drop off at
the Grand Canyon on their way to
.
California,
41.
Word conies from Fort Worth,
Texas, that Mrs. Theodore Bope has
presented her husband with a baby
girl. The happy mother was Miss
Anna Durkln, who, a few years ago,
was a professional nurse in this city,
and her many friends here Join in
their congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Bope.
The little lady has been
Christened under the name of Mary
Steihle Bope.
Cade Selvy, chief of Los Angeles,
Cal. detectives, arrived here Saturday
night from Los Angeles and took Em-me- lt
Hepburn into custody on a
charge of having robbed the Santa Fe
station at Los Nietos, Cal., last fall.
Hepburn arrived here on No. 1 in
charge of a Santa Fe. officer. He
was arrested at Connock, Ohio. The
chief of detectives left on the next
train for Los Angeles with his
ff
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9:30 p. m.
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at

Robert Wlrtz

Rooms

!

8:45 p. ni.

on time.

business from Dubuque, Iowa.
M. W. Mills of Springer, N. M., is
spending a short time In the city.
Judge Jesus Romero went to Santa
Fe yesterday on legal matters.
Mrs. W. S. Cox of Silver City Is In
this city visiting among her friends.
J. M. Johnson of Grand Canyon,
Arizona, Is a visitor In Albuquerque.
J. W. Dlckerson arrived here from
La Vegas lust night on a short business trip.
Leopold Jaramillo Is in from Los
I. unas on business. He arrived this
morning.
E. O. Abraham, who" represents an
eastern drug company, is here with
his samples.
Undertaker Frank Strong went east
on an extended business
trip last
night.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. liurke will
today occupy their new home oil
West Coal avenue.
C. II. Elmendorf, the sheep man,
la here from his ranch at Elmendorf,
Socorro county.
H. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
for the Santa Fe, arrived here from
El Paso on No. 10 this morning.
Frank A. Hubbell left last night
for Santa Fe, where he will watch
legislative proceedings for a few days.
Attorney Julius Staab went up to
Santa Fe this morning, on account of
the terriorial legislature In session
there.
Among the guests registered at the
Alvurado yesterday were Ilertha S.
Copeland of Uoston and Isabel J.
Perry of New York.
Hon. Amado Chaves Is among the
Albuquerque colony nt Santa Fe these
legislative days.
He will remain a
few days at the capital.
Judge and Mrs. W. D. Lee of this
city, who are spending the winter In
Los Angeles, are now located at 1018
South Lake street In that city.
Clprlano Baca of Socorro, late
lieutenant of the territorial mounted
police, spent part of yesterday here
leaving during the day for Santa Fe.
Atorney A. B. McMlllen
started
yesterduy for New York City, where
he will remain for a few weeks on
professional business.
Dr. O. W. Harrison, who was at
Santa Fe yesterday, returned to the
city on one of the delayed passen
ger trains this morning.
The Jaffa brothers of this city yesterday entertained their cousin, Harry Jaffa, of Rosweli, who stopped
over here on his way east.
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Elder have
removed from their former residence
at 317 South Third street, to one of
the cottages of the Park View Terrace.
Mrs. Fannie Wenkle of 1220 West
Railroad avenue, is entertaining her
sister, Mrs. Mary Blanchard,
of
Bowling Oreen, Mo., who arrived her
yesterday morning.
Miss S. C. Maher has gone to
Flagstaff, where she will remain for
several weeks as nurse for Mrs. W.
D. Finney, who has been 111 at that
place for some time.
Charles E. Dagenette, supervisor of
Indian employment for the bureau
of Indian affairs, left here yesterday
for Santa Fe, on business connected
with the department.
Senator J. F. Sulzer and Representative Francisco Lucero y Montoya
They
left for Santa Fe yesterday.
will take their seats at the opening
of the legislature today.
Dr. George W. Harrison, Attorney
Frank H. Moore and Clark M. Carr
left for Santa Fe yesterday for the
purpose of witnessing the opening of
the legislature there today.
The members of the St .Andrew-societwill meet this evening at 8
o'clock at the Commercial club to

Successor to

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

at

Regular

C. N. BRIGHAM

CEO. W. I1ICKOX

ain't.

2:30 and 3 a. in.
J. W. Duval la in Albuquerque

Largest Line of Candy in the City

CONFECTIONERY

4
3

City.

$1.00 to $2.50
.50 to $1.25

Shoes for Babies

II

THAIN ARRIVALS.

Stub No.

$5.00

Women's Low Shoes

EVENING CITIZEN.

.lones-Padiloc-

Still, we urge a wise restraint;
Iiii'l you think It's spring,

Men's Dress Shoes

,

BOUGHT, SOLO

AND

EXCHANGED

AitoolMtlia Offlet

Traoiaellont

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the
comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
anil every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can if
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep. his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The .Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Us policies.
CANNOT

WE

con-icti-

Cutraatito

ROSENFIEIO'S,

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
f4T TNC
COLOMBO HALL
Admjsslsa SOc

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free
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